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VIRGINIA: 
IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE COUNTY OF HENRICO 
RICHARD L. ROSSAKOFF 
DIANE Y. ROSSAKOFF, 
And 
EDWARD E. HADDOCK, 
And 
EDWIN M. LOHMANN, 
v. 
KERRY I. SCROGGS 
And 
DORIS J. SCROGGS, 
l6a2 Hollandale Road 
Richmond, Virginia 23233. 
AMENDED 




The plaintiffs, Richard L. Russakoff and Diane Y. Russakoff, 
(Russakoff) , EdwaJ:d E. Haddock (Haddock) , and Edwin M. Lohmann 
(Lohmann) , in support of and as a basis for the relief hereafter 
demanded, individually, and collectively, state as follows: 
l. Russakoff is the fee simple owner of real estate 
briefly described as follows: 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land, 
with all improvements thereon and appurtenances 
thereto belonqing, lying and being in Henrico 
County, Virginia, and·desiqnated as :t.ot 14, 
Block c, Canterbury East, Section c, as shown 
on a plat of survey prepared by J. g. Timmons, 
Civil Engineer, dated April 6, 1965, and recorded 
in the Clerk's Office of the Circuit Court of 
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Henrico County, Virginia, in Plat Book 36, 
page 2, reference to which plat is hereby 
made for a more particular description of 
said lot, all as more particularly shown 
on plat of Chas. H. Fleet & Assoc., dated 
January 7, 1966, attached hereto and recorded 
herewith. 
Being the same real property conveyed to 
Richard L. Russakoff and Diane P. York, as joint 
tenants with the right of survivorship as at 
common law, from Merton Stearns and 
Manetha Stearns by deed dated February 11, 1987 
recorded March 2, 1987, in Deed Book 2354, 
page 2117, in the aforesaid Clerk's Office. 
AND FURTHER, being the same real property 
conveyed to Richard L. Russakoff and Diane 
Y. Russakoff, as tenants by the entireties 
with the right of survivorship as at common 
law, by deed of assumption datad June 15, 
1987, recorded June 19, 1987 in Deed Book 
2g79, page 1769 in the aforesaid Clerk's 
Office •. 
AND FURTHER, being the same real estate owned 
by E. Carlton Wilton, Incorporated, a Virginia 
corporation, and conveyed by it as described 
above to Merton Stearns and Manetha Stearns, 
his wife, by deed dated January 26, 1966, recorded 
February 21, 1966, in Deed Book 1259, page 114, 
in the aforesaid Clerk's Office. 
AND FURTHER, being part of the same real estate 
owned by Richmond Real Estate Development, Inc. 
and conveyed by it, as described above, to E. 
Carlton Wilton, Inc. by deed dated November 29, 
1965, and recorded November 3~, 1965, in Deed Book 
1239, page 348, in the aforesaid Clerk's Office. 
2. Haddock is the fee simple owner of the real estate 
briefly described as follows: 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land 
with improvements thereon and appurtenances 
thereunto belonging, lying and being in 
Tuckahoe District, Henrico County, Virginia, 
shown as Lot 9, Block c, Section c, 
on plan of Canterbury East, Section "C" 
made by J. K. Timmons, Civil Engineer, dated 
April 6, 1965 and recorded in the Clerk's 
Office of the Circuit Court of Henrico County, 
Virginia, in Plat Book 36, paqe 2. 
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Being the same real property conveyed to Edward 
E. Haddock by deed from Joseph A. Sharp and 
June c. Sharp, his wife, dated August 22, 1969, 
recorded August 29, 1969, in Deed Book 1404, 
page 506, in the aforesaid Clerk's Office. 
AND FURTHER, formerly being the same real estate 
owned by E. Carlton Wilton, Incorporated, a Virginia 
corporation, and conveyed by it to Joseph A. Sharp 
and June c. Sharp, his wife, by deed dated July 28, 
1968, recorded August 14, 1968, in Deed Book 1361, 
page ~69, in the aforesaid Clerk's .Office. 
AND FURTHER, formerly being the same real estate 
owned by Franklin T. Overby and Christine G. 
Overby, his wife, and conveyed by them, as described 
above to E. Carlton Wilton, Inc. by deed dated 
May 15, 1967, recorded May 23, 1967, in Deed Book 
1306, page 194, in the aforesaid Clerk's Office. 
AND FURTHER, being the same real estate owned by 
Richmond Real Estate Development, Inc. and conveyed 
by it, as described above, to Franklin T. Overby 
by deed dated May 4, 1965, recorded September 8, 
1965, in Deed Book 1226, page· 353, in the aforesaid 
Clerk's Office. 
3. Lohmann is the fee simple owner of real estate briefly 
described as follows: 
All that certain lot, piece or parcel of land, 
lying and being in Henrico County, Virginia, 
and designated as Lot 16, Block C, Canterbury 
East, Section B, as shown on a plat 
made by J. K. Timmons, Civil Engineer, dated 
November 3, 1964, recorded December 21, 1964, 
in the Clerk's Office, Circuit Court of Henrico 
County,· Virginia in Plat Book 33, page 72, to 
which reference is made for a more particular 
description of the real estate hereby conveyed. 
Being the same real property conveyed to Edwin 
A. Lohmann and Virginia M. Lohmann, husband and 
wife by deed from Sonshine of. Richmond, Inc., 
a Virginia corporation, by deed dated December 
29, 1977 and recorded January 3, 1978, in Deed Book 
1737, page 1137, in the aforesaid Clerk's Office. 
The said Virginia M. Lohmann died May 29, 1985 
thereby causing title to be vested in Edwin A. 
Lohmann. 
AND FURTHER, formerly being the same real estate 
owned by E. Carlton Wilton and Betty Wilton, 
husband and wife, and conveyed by them to 
l 
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Sonshine of Richmond, Inc. by deed dated 
May 4, 1977, ~ecorded October 25, 1977, in 
Deed Book 1732, page 1~86, in the aforesaid 
Clerk's Office. 
AND FURTHER, formerly beinq the same real estate 
owned by Richmond Real Estate Development, Inc. and 
conveyed by it, to E. Carlton Wilton by deed dated 
Auqust 39, 1974, ~ecorded September 13, 1974, in 
the aforesaid Clerk's Office. 
4. That title to all three parcels described in parag~aphs 
1, 2 and 3 was held simultaneously by Richmond Real Estate 
Deve~opment, Inc. by deed from O.J. Pruitt and Betty P. Pruitt, 
his wife, and Graham E. Nuckols and Nannie B. Nuckols, his wife, 
dated October 5, 1962, recorded November 29, 1962, in Deed Book 
1985, page 615, in the aforesaid Clerk's Office. 
S. That the rear lot lines of the Russakoff property and 
Haddock property as shown on plat of Canterbury East, Section "C" 
made by J. K. Timmons, Civil Enqineer, dated April 6, 1965, 
recorded in the aforesaid Cle~k's Office in Plat Book 36, page 2, 
are within a close proximity of what is commonly referred to as 
"Canterbury Lake" (the Lake) • 
6. That the rear lot line of the Lohmann property as shown 
on the plat of Canterbury East, Section "B" made by J. K. 
Timmons , C i vi 1 Engineer , dated November 3 , 19 6 4 , recorded 
December 21, 1964, in the aforesaid Clerk's Office in Plat Book 
33, page 72, is within a close proximity of the Lake. 
7. That the real estate taxes assessed against that 
portion of the real estate in the Lake owned by Better Homes, 
Inc. and Richmond Real Estate Development, Inc., by the County of 
Henrico, were. not paid when due and in accordance with the 
statutory provisions and procedures related thereto, the real 
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estate of Better Homes, Inc. and Richmond Real Estate 
Development, Inc. escheated to the Commonwealth of Virginia 
(Commonwealth). 
8. That by deed dated May 25, 19 84, recorded in the 
Clerk's Office, Circuit Court of Henrico County, Virginia, in 
Deed Book 1915, page 1597, the Commonwealth conveyed to the 
defendants the real estate formerly owned by Richmond Real Estate 
Development, Inc. which constitutes a portion of the Lake below 
its water level. 
9. That by deed dated May 25, 1984, recor~ed in the 
Clerk's Office, Circuit Court of Henrico County, in Deed Book 
1915, pa~.e 1599, the Commonwealth conveyed to defendants real 
estate formerly owned by Better Homes, Inc., which constitutes a 
portion of the Lake below its water level. 
10. Plaintiffs and their predecessors in title have used 
said Lake and the aforesaid properties at the respective lot 
lines constantly, continuously, adversely, hostilely, 
notoriously, exclusively and uninterruptedly for a period of more 
than twenty (20) years preceding the institution of this suit, 
during the ownership of said real estate by defendants and their 
predecessors in title and with full knowledge and acquiescence of 
defendants and their predecessors in title. 
11. That at the time of said purchases by defendants from 
the Commonwealth as referred to in paragraphs 8 and 9, the Lake 
and all real estate located between the rear lot lines of the 
respective plaintiffs property and the Lake had been in constant 
use by the ·respective plaintiffs and their predecessors in title 




defendants and their predecessors in title. 
12. Defendants have now posted "No Trespassing" signs at 
the rear lot line of the Russakoff prope_rty aod have 
closed, restricted and otherwise obstructed the plaintiffs use of 
the take and to the real estate between the Lake and the rear lot 
lines of the property of the respective plaintiffs. 
13. Plaintiffs represent that their use of said Lake and 
the real estate located between their respective rear lot lines 
and the Lake, is exclusive and is not enjoyed in common with any 
other persons. Plaintiffs respectfully allege that by virtue of 
their constant, continuous, exclusive and uninterrupted use of 
the take and the real estate described in this paragraph, for a 
period of more than twenty (2~) years, which has been with the 
full knowledge and acquiescence of the defendants and their 
predecessors in title, plaintiffs have acquired an easement by 
prescription in said Lake and each plaintiff has acquired an 
easement by prescription in the real estate located between his 
respective rear lot line and the Lake and the use and enjoyment 
thereof and the rights-of-way thereover. 
14. Plaintiffs' allege that the obstruction by the 
defendants of their access to and use of . the Lake and the land 
between the Lake and their respective rear lot lines and the 
easement thereon has caused and will cause them irreparable 
injury for which they have no adequate remedy at law. 
COUNT II 
1. Plaintiffs plead in the alternative and adopt by 




out herein, paragraphs 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, and 14 
of Count I. 
2. Plaintiffs represent that they and their predecessors 
in title have used, in accordance with an oral agreement between 
plaintiffs and their predecessors in title and defendants' 
predecessors in title, the take and the land surrounding its 
shore line abutting the lots of the res~ective plaintiffs, 
continuously for a period of in excess of twenty (2~) years and 
by reason thereof have acquired an easement to the take, an 
easement to use said Lake and· the land between the Lake and their 
respective properties which cannot be terminated by the 
defendants. 
3. That each plaintiff and his predecessor in title has 
and had use of the take and the land surro~nding its shore line 
abutting its lot at the rear lot line, with the understanding 
that the plaintiffs and their predecessors in title maintain the 
real estate between the take and each individual rear lot line in 
a suitable condition and to refrain from the intentional 
destruction of the integrity of the Lake. 
4. That upon reliance on this agreement each plaintiff and 
his predecessor in title has gone to great expense to maintain 
the real estate between the Lake and his individual lot, and has 
used the Lake responsibly, and has done no act to permit 
termination of each plaintiff's rights to access to, use of and 
enjoyment of the take by the defendants. 
5. That the agreement referred to above, as shown by the 
conduct of the plaintiffs and their. predecessors in title and 
defendants' predecessors in title, creates an exclusive easement 
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in each plaintiff, not subject to termination by the defendants. 
COUNT III 
1. Plaintiffs plead in the alternative and adopt by 
reference as part of this Count as fully as if completely set out 
herein paragraphs 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 12 of Count I. 
2. That Better Homes, Inc. and Richmond Real Estate 
Development, Inc., by oral agreement granted to the plaintiffs 
and their predecessors in title a license to cross the land 
retained by Better Homes, Inc. and Richmond Real Estate 
Development, Inc~ between the rear lot lines and the Lake. 
3. That by reason of that license and plaintiffs' 
maintaining such land at great expense, the plaintiffs have 
acquired an exclusive easement, not subject to termination by the 
defendants. 
4. That the defendants' conduct in preventing the 
plaintiffs from crossing the land formerly owned by Better Homes, 
Inc. between the lot lines and the Lake has caused and will cause 
them irreparable injury for which they have no adequate remedy at 
law. 
COUNT IV 
1. Plain~iffs plead in the alternative a9d adopt by 
·. 
reference as part of this Count as fully as if completely set out 
herein paragraphs 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, a, 9, 1", 11, and 12 of 
Count I. 
2. Plaintiffs and their predecessors in title have had 
exclusive possession and use and have exercised dominion over 





and the take. Plaintiffs respectfully allege that such 
possession, use and dominion has been actual, exclusive, 
continuous, hostile, open, visible, and notorious for a period of 
more than fifteen (15) years. 
3. Plaintiffs allege that the obstruction by the 
defendants of their access to and the use 9f the land located 
between the Lake and their respective lot lines has caused, and 
will cause them, irreparable injury for which they have no 
adequate remedy at law. 
COUNT V 
1. Plaintiffs plead in the alternative and adopt by 
reference as part of this Count as fully as if completely set out 
herein paragraphs 1, 2, 3, 4, S, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, and 14 of 
Count I. 
2. That the legal descriptions of the Russakoff and 
Haddock lots, set out in paragraphs l and 2 of Count I refer to a 
plat of survey designated as Block c, Canterbury East, Section c. 
3. That the word •LAKE• is clearly designated on the 
aforesaid plat in close proximity of those lots designated on the 
aforesaid plat as Lot 9 and Lot 14. 
4. That the legal description, of the Lohmann lot, set 
out in paragraph 3 of Count I refers to that plat designated as 
Canterbury East, Section "B". 
5. That the word •LAKE• is clearly designated on the 
aforesaid plat of Canterbury East, Section "B". 
6. That the plat of Canterbury East, Section "B" is dated 
November 3, 1964 and the plat of Canterbury Eat, Section "C" is 
dated April 6, 1965. 
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7. That Richmond Real Estate Development, Inc., was the 
record owner of the real estate designated as tot 9, Block C and 
Lot 14, Block c, Canterbury East, Section "C" and Lot 16, Block 
C, Canterbury East, Section "B" at the time the t"wi70 aforesaid 
subdivision plats were prepared and recorded. 
8. That Richmond Real Estate Development, Inc., was the 
record owner of the real estate indicated by the word "LAKE" on 
the two aforesaid plats.at the time the aforesaid plats were 
prepared and recorded. 
9. That the Developer of Canterbury East, Section "B" and 
Canterbury East, Section "C", Robert Wilton, induced the 
plaintiffs and their predecessors in interest to buy plaintiffs' 
lots by stating to the plaintiffs and/or their predecessors in 
interest that the Lake, designated on the af.or~said plats, was 
intended for use of the lot owners of Canterbury East, Section 
"B" and Canterbury East, Section "C" and that plaintiffs and/or 
their predecessors in title had the right to use the Lake. 
1~. That the use of the Lake and the real estate located 
between the rear lot lines of the respective plaintiffs' 
properties and the Lake is necessary for the beneficial use and 
enjoyment of the plaintiffs' properties. 
11. That the use of the Lake and the real estate between 
the rear lot lines of the plaintiffs' properties and the Lake has 
been used continuously for a period in excess of 15 years, 
continuous and uninterrupted by the plaintiffs and their 
predecessors in interest from the time the plaintiffs' lots were 
transferred from Richmond Real Estate Development, Inc., to the 
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plaintiffs or their predecessors in interest. 
12. That access to the take was within the contemplation of 
the plaintiffs or their predecessors in interest in negotiating 
and entering into contracts for the purchase of their respective 
lots with the developer. 
13. That the plaintiffs have an easement by implication, 
not subject to termination by the defendants. 
COUNT VI 
1. Plaintiffs plead in the alternative and adopt by 
reference as part of this Count as fully as if completely set 
out herein paragraphs l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, a, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 
and 14 of Count I and paragraphs 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 1~, 
11, 12 and 13 of Count v. 
2. That there is a strip of land, varying in width, 
between the respective plaintiffs 1 lots and the Lake. That the 
strip of land is now owned by the defendants. 
3. That the defendants 1 strip of land and the respective 
plaintiffs' lots were owned at the same time by Richmond Real 
Estate Development, Inc. 
4. That the plaintiffs have a right to use the Lake as 
previously indicated in Counts I, II, III, IV, and v. 
S. That the plaintiffs have no access to the Lake except 
through the strip of land owned by the defendants. 
6. That the way through the defendants strip of land is 
reasonably necessary to the enjoyment of the respective 
plaintiffs' lots. 
7. That there is no other way of access to the Lake except 
through the defendants' strip of land. 
li. 
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8. That by reason of common source of title, the necessity 
of a way across the defendants' strip of land for the beneficial 
use of the take, and the lack of an alternative way of access to 
the take, the plaintiffs have acquired an easement by necessity 
across the strip of land between their respe~tive lot lines and 
the Lake. 
WHEREFORE, the plaintiffs, jointly and severally, pray that 
the defendants, jointly and severally, be enjoined, both 
temporarily and permanently from trespass on the property of the 
plaintiffs; that this Court determine that each plaintiff has 
acquired an easement to the continued and uninterrupted use of 
the take and access thereto and the real estate bordering the 
Lake which abuts that plaintiff's lot at the rear lot line; 
alternatively, that this Court determine that each plaintiff has 
acquired an equitable easement to the continued and uninterrupted 
use of the Lake and the real estate bordering the Lake which 
abuts that plaintiff's lot; alternatively, that this Court 
determine that each plaintiff has acquired an equitable easement 
to the continued and uninterrupted use of the Lake and the real 
estate bordering the Lake which abuts each plaintiff's lot by 
reason of the license granted by Better Homes, Inc. and Richmond 
Real Estate Development, Inc.; alternatively, that this Court 
find and adjudge that the defendants herein have lost any 
interest in the real estate located between the Lake and the rear 
lot lines of the respective plaintiffs, by adverse posse·ssion, 
for the prescribed period and that title is perfected in the 




plaintiff has acquired an easement by implication to the 
continued and uninterrupted use of the take and the real estate 
bordering the take which abuts plaintiffs' lots; alternatively, 
that this Court determine that each plaintiff has acquired an 
easement by necessity to the continued and uninterrupted use of 
the defendants' real estate between the take and the respective 
plaintiffs• rear lot lines; and that the Court issue a permanent 
injunction perpetually enjoining and restraining defendants from 
interfering with the free and dominant use of the easement of 
each plaintiff and requiring defendants to remove any and all 
obstructions across said easements; and for such other and 
further relief as to equity may seem meet and the nature of their 
respective causes may be deemed appropriate, plus costs and 
reasonable attorneys• fees in this behalf expended. 
RICHARD L. RUSSAKOFF 
DIANE Y. RUSSAKOFF 
· EDWARD E. HADDOCK 
EDWIN M. LOHMANN 
B~ p('/3,~ 
Counsel 
1lliam s. Smithers, Jr. 
James c. Bodie 
Thompson, Smithers, Newman & Wade 
5911 w. Broad Street 
Richmond, Virginia 2323~ 
(8~4) 288-40'0'7 
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V I R G I N I A : 
IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE COUNTY OF HENRICO 
RICHARD L. RUSSAKOFF, et al., PLAINTIFFS, 
v. IN CHANCERY NO.: CH88000210-00 
KERRY I. SCRUGGS, et al., DEFENDANTS. 
PLEA OF STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS 
The defendants move this Court that this action is barred by 
the statute of limitations. 
PLEA OF LACHES 
The defendants move this Court that this action is barred by 
laches. 
ANSWER 
For Answer to the Amended Bill of Complaint filed herein the 
defendants state as follows: 
1. The allegations of paragraphs 1, 2, 3, 4, S, 6 of Count 
I are neither admitted nor denied and the defendants call for 
strict proof thereof. 
2. The allegations in paragraphs 7, 8 and 9 of Count I are 
admitted. 
3. The allegations of paragraphs 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 of 
Count V are neither admitted nor denied and the defendants call 
for strict proof thereof. 
4. The remaining allegations of the plaintiffs' Amended 




WHEREFORE the defendants pray that the p!'aintiff' s Amended 
Bill of Complaint be dismissed after payment of defendants' costs 
and attorneys fees. 
Barry w. Norwood, Esquire 
3000 Idlewood Avenue 
Richmond, Virginia 23221 
KERRY I~ SCRUGGS and 
DORIS J. SCRUGGS 
CERTIFICATE 
I hereby certify that a true copy of the foregoing Plea of 
Statute of Limitations, Plea of Laches and Answer was mailed this 
1 ~ day of March, 1989 to James c. Bodie, Esquire, THOMPSON, 
SMITHERS 1 NEWMAN & WADE, 5911 West Broad Street, Richmond 1 
Virginia, 23230. 
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VIRGINIA: 
IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OP THE COUNTY OF HENRICO 
RICHARD L. RUSSAKOFF, et al, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 




IN CHANCERY NO: 88-C-219 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' CLAIM OF EASEMENT 
RIGHTS AND TO USE OF CANTERBURY LAKE 
FACTS 
This case is before the Court on the plaintiffs claims that: 
they are lot owners in the Canterbury East Subdivision in Henrico 
County, Virginia, and that the defendants have obstructed their 
use of the Canterbury Lake (Lake), and access to the Lake. 
On July 14, 1989, this Court heard evidence regarding the 
plaintiffs' easement rights to use the water of the Lake and to 
cross such land of the defendant as may be located between the 
rear lot lines of the plaintiffs' lots and the Lake. The 
testimony of Edwin M. Lohmann, Dr. Edward E. Haddock, Diane York 
Russakoff, Dr. Merton Stearns, Jr., and Robert Wilton was offered 
in support of the plaintiffs' claims. The testimony of James s. 
Gilmore, III, Esquire, and Kerry I. Scruggs was offered by the 
defendants. 
Mr. Lohmann testified that his wife had always wanted to 
live on Canterbury Lake and when an advertisement appeared in the 
paper .be and his wife called·aobert Wilton and a Mr. Story 
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regarding the Lake and property. Mr. Lohmann testified that he 
and his wife agreed to buy their lot "with the understanding that 
we had access to the Lake." (T.R. at p. 6.) 
When asked if any representative of Carlton Wilton 
Incorporated or Robert Wilton Incorporated or anyone he perceived 
to have an interest in the Lake, interfered with his access to 
the Lake, Mr. Lohmann responded no. He also testified that he 
had made use of the Lake by having a boat. • The kids " 
used it and they were fishing and fragging and that type of 
thing." (T.R. at p. 6.) 
Mr. Lohmann testified that when not using the boat, he would 
pull the boat up on the bank. At no time was Mr. Lohmann advised 
by the Wiltons that he was not permitted to use his boat or the 
Lake. (T.R. at p. 7.) 
On cross-examination, Mr. Lohmann testified that he 
personally had used the Lake many times for boating and fishing. 
He also testified that "in the wintertime we went ice skating." 
(T.R. p. 8.) 
Dr. Haddock testified that when he and his wife were 
considering buying a home in Canterbury East, they looked at a 
house across the street from Dr. Haddock's current home on the 
Lake. (Haddock p. 13.) When he and his wife looked at the other 
house, they noticed the "house for sale" sign in the yard of his 
current home. The Haddocks then purchased Dr. Haddock's current 
home. Dr. Haddock testified that " • one of the big 
considerations was that it was on a lake." When he bought the 
house, Dr. Haddock also purchased the row boat which belonged to 
2 
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Joseph Sharp, Haddock's immediate predecessor in title. The 
Haddocks wanted to use the boat so that they could fish and ride 
in the Lake. (Haddock p. 14.) 
Dr. Haddock testified that he made use of the Lake and that 
there bad been no discussion as to ownership of the Lake. "We 
bad full use of [the Lake]. We went wading into it. I built a 
pier out into it, where we could bring the boat up • • My 
wife and I would ride out in the boat." The Haddocks also 
purchased a canoe which they would tie up to their pier. Neither 
Carlton, Somets, nor Robert Wilton ever advised Dr. Haddock that 
he could not have a pier or boat. Dr. Haddock further testified 
that in the wintertime his wife and son would use the Lake for 
skating. (Haddock p. 15.) 
Dr. Haddock testified that his pier bad been destroyed by 
one of the periodic floods of the Lake before Scruggs bought the 
Lake. For this reason, he did not rebuild the pier. (Haddock p. 
16.) 
Dr. Haddock testified that there have been no trespassing 
signs posted. " • I understand that even a man was • • 
arrested one day for being out on [the Lake] when he was fishing. 
And the word bas certainly gotten around that [Scruggs] owns it 
and he means to keep it to himself • " reasons, For these • 
Dr. Haddock "backed off" to avoid confrontation. 
16.) 
(Haddock p. 
Mrs. Russakoff testified that she " • • • very much wanted 
to buy property on the lake • • And we waited for a lot 
to come on the market • • " She further testified that "When 
3 




we first saw the property, we saw that there were boats in Dr. 
Stearns' yard and in Ms. Wingfield's yard next door. • We 
understood that Dr. Stearns had for 29-some odd years boated, 
fished, and gardened." (Russakoff p. 19.) 
Mrs. Russakoff testified that Dr. Stearns had described to 
her what his use of the Lake and the land between the Lake and 
his land had been. She further testified that Dr. Stearns 
advised her of the conflict with Scruggs, but she was aware "that 
the lady next door continued to use the Lake." (Russakoff p. 
29.) Mrs. Russakoff was also advised by Dr. Stearns that he had 
made uninterrupted use of the Lake from the date he purchased his 
lot. (Russakoff p. 21.) 
Mrs. Russakoff testified that shortly after she and her 
husband had moved into their home, Mr. Scruggs asked them for 
access to the Lake through their lot. "He wanted • • to come 
into our driveway and go down through our lot." The Russakoffs 




that we would regret that and that he would not allow us 
any further access to the Lake or to the land between 




fence across the back of our property, with a very large three-
foot no trespassing sign facing [our] house." (Russakoff p. 22.) 
Mrs. Russakoff testified that she has continued to pump 
water from the Lake. "There's a pump on our property that's 
operational and Dr. Stearns showed me how to turn it on and use 
it." Mrs. Russakoff has continued to use the pump since the no 
trespa~sing sign was posted. (Russakoff p. 23.) 
4 
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Dr. Stearns ·testified that he moved into his home at 
Canterbury East on December 13, 1965. He lived in his home until 
be sold it to the Russakoffs. (Stearns p. 25.) Dr. Stearns 
assumed that his lot extended into the Lake. He then built a 
dock and retaining wall and an irrigation pump. From the time he 
purchased the home, he had access to the Lake and no 
representative of E. Carlton Wilton Incorporated ever interfered 
with his access to the Lake. (Stearns p. 26.) 
Dr. Stearns testified that the Canterbury East Civic 
Association held its meetings in his home. "People used to come 
by boat and at my dock to come to the civic meetings. 
Everybody came by boat." Use of boats and access to the water 
was very commonplace. (Stearns p. 27.) The Lake was used for 
ice skating in the wintertime by the neighborhood children until 
"I was told I wasn't allowed to use [the Lake] anymore." 
(Stearns p. 28.) Dr. Stearns had received a letter from Scruggs 
advising that Scruggs would allow Dr. Stearns to use his yard and 
the Lake for $259.99 per year. "I bad been [in my home] between 
19 and 29 years when I got the letter." This letter was the 
first time that Dr. Stearns had experienced any effort by anyone 
to question his right to access to the Lake. (Stearns p. 28.) 
When Dr. Stearns advertised his home for sale, his agent listed 
the home as lake front property. (Stearns p. 29.) It was not 
until Dr. Stearns received notice from Scruggs that he 
use the Lake anymore that Dr. Stearns stopped using 
(Stearns p. 31.) 
5 






Mr. Robert Wilton testified that be and his brothers E. 
Carlton and Somers M. Wilton developed Canterbury East. Wilton 
further testified that he developed plans to build the Lake. 
(Wilton p. 33.) Robert Wilton was a stockholder in Richmond Real 
·Estate [Development] Incorporated and he and his two brothers 
·owned the company that owned the Lake. Wilton at p. 35. 
When Wilton developed Canterbury East the lot lines were to 
extend to the 149 foot elevation instead of the 136 foot 
elevation as did those in the sections of Canterbury to the west. 
(Wilton p. 37.) This left a strip of land between the lot lines 
and the Lake. This strip was to be used for sewer and water 
lines and flood plain. Wilton p. 38.) 
Mr. Wilton further testified that it was his intention that 
all of the lot owners were to have access to the Lake. Mr. 
Wilton's son had purchased a lot in Canterbury East and "he had 
access to the lake." (Wilton p. 40.) 
Mr. Wilton testified that the Lake was represented as an 
appurtenance to the lots sold to the property owners in 
Canterbury East. " • • It was the intention of all three of 
us that these lots would have access to • • the lake." 
n • • • As far as I know, all of them had access to it." 
(Wilton p. 41.) 
Mr. Wilton testified that taxes were paid on the Lake for 6 
or 7 years before the tax payments stopped. (Wilton p. 43.) He 
and his brothers offered to give the Lake to the lot owners 
around the Lake, but he speculated that the owners wanted 
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James s. Gilmore, III, Esquire, was called by the defendants 
to testify as to the escheat procedures he followed which led to 
the eventual sale of the Lake to Scruggs. On cross-examination, 
Mr. Gilmore testified that his notes "don't reflect any 
notification given to the property owners around the Canterbury 
Lake." (Gilmore p. 51.) 
Mr. Scruggs testified on cross-examination that "it appeared 
that no one really cared about the lake." (Scruggs p. 62.) 
However, he recalled that numerous prope(ty owners were using the 
Lake and had pumps in the water for getting-water up on their 
lot. Mr. Scruggs further admitted that his purpose in building 
fences around the Lake and posting no trespassing signs was to 
deny the lot owners access to the Lake. (Scruggs p. 67.) Hr. 
Scruggs also testified that he did not have a lawyer examine 
title to the Lake and did not have a lawyer .advise him about the 
title to the Lake. (Scruggs p. 69.) 
DISCUSSION OF THE LAW 
---------- -- --- ---
I. THE PLAINTIFFS HAVE AN EASEMENT TO AND THE 
RIGHT TO USE OF THE WATER IN THE CANTERBURY LAKE 
In Jones ~ Beaver, 221 Va. 214, 218, 269, S.E.2d 775 
(1989), the issue stated was "whether, standing alone, a 
conveyance of land by reference to a recorded plat showing a 
waterfront area marked 'landing' on the remaining land of the 
grantor bestows upon the grantee an easement and the rigt to use 
the landing. Plaintiffs relied on Oney ~West Buena Vista Land 
~' 194 Va. 589, 52 S.E. 343, (1995) stating that their case had 
no significant difference with the Oney case. Id. at 219. In 
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Oney the plat showed a bridge over a river connecting streets in 
·the subdivision with streets in Buena Vista. The bridge 
eventually fell into disrepair over the years and was scheduled 
to be demolished by new purchasers. The court stated that it 
would be "manifestly unjust to permit (the land company], after 
having used this bridge as inducement to (Oney) and others to buy 
its property, and permitted 'its use as stated, to remove it and 
thereby deprive these purchasers of a valuable and indispensable 
easement to their property." Id. citing Oney at 586. The Court 
in Jones denied the plaintiffs' request to grant the easement on 
the landing because they had only shown that the landing was 
marked on the plat~ without showing that they had been induced to 
purchase their property because of the landing. In Russakoff, 
the Lake was not only shown on the plats, but the developer, 
Robert Wilton, testified that it was his intention that the lot 
owners were to have access to the Lake (Wilton p. 49) and that 
they in fact had access. (Wilton p. 41.) 
In Fones~ Fagan, 214, Va. 87, 196 S.E.2d 916, (1973), the 
plaintiffs brought suit against the defendant for blocking the 
plaintiffs' access to his garage, the access being a driveway on 
the defendant's property. There was no easement of record over 
the driveway for the benefit of the plaintiff's property. 
Plaintiff argued that there was an easement created by necessity 
and an easement by implication from pre-existing use. Id. at 89. 
The Court held that there was no easement by necessity since 
plaintiff bad other access to his garage and that his property 
was not landlocked. Id. at 99. 
8 
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The Court in Fones stated in regards to the easement by 
implication from pre-existing use that "the use of property must 
have been continuous, apparent, reasonably necessary for the 
_enjoyment of the dominant tract and in existence at the time of 
the conveyance." Id., at 99-91, citing Sanderlin v. Baxter, 76 
Va. 299, 395 (1882). The Court also stated that "when a common 
owner of property imposes an obvious and permanent use on one 
part of the property for the benefit of another part and sells 
each part to a different purchaser, an easement corresponding to 
the use may be deemed to have been conveyed along with them." 
Id., at 91 citing Scott~ Moore, 98 va. 668, 683-84, 37 s.E. 
342, 347 (1999). The Scott case dealt with whether pre-existing 
use established an easement by implied grant over a private alley 
for the benefit of an interior lot which had been held previously 
by a common owner. The Court in Fones said that the evidence in 
the Scott case "showed plainly and unmistakenly that from its 
inception the alley had been used, was in use, and was intended 
for use by the interior lot owner." Id. at 91. In Fones, the 
Court held that plaintiff did not have an easement by 
implication, because the prior temporary use of the driveway had 
only been for the passage of trucks used in the building of 
houses on the adjoining lots and that the usage by Fagan and B & 
K's tenant occurred after the time the plaintiffs' lot was 
severed from the common tract. 
The Russakoff case can be distinguished from Fones in that 
the developer of the Lake in Russakoff had an intention to give 
9 
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access to the Lake to the lots surrounding the lake. (T.R. p. 
49.) The lake was not built as a temporary convenience for 
construction crews or anyone else, but as the focal point of the 
subdivision. Borrowing language from the Scott case, the Lake 
was obviously built for the permanent use of those property 
owners whose lots bordered the Lake, and therefore an easement to 
use the Lake was conveyed along with the lots. 
In Walters~ Smith, 186 Va. 159, 41 S.E.2d 617 1947, the 
Court found that the plaintiff bad an easement to use the alley 
located behind her property. The plaintiff purchased a lot in a 
subdivision upon the representation of the seller that there was 
an alley located behind her property and that the •treet or alley 
would be an advantage to her property. Id. at 165. The property 
description in the deed from the seller to the plaintiff 
described the lot sold as bounded by an alley. Id. at 164. The 
seller then sold the three lots to the defendants and by release 
deed the defendants released ani rights they may have bad in the 
property purchased by the plaintiff which they had previously 
leased from the seller. Subsequent to their purchases of the 
lots, the defendants obstructed the alley way and prevented the 
plaintiff from usage of the alley. The Court citing 28 C.J.S., 
Easements, Section 49, stated: 
where a grantor conveys land by a deed 
describing it as bounded by a road, street, or 
alley, the fee of which is vested in a grantor, 
the grantee acquires a right-of-way over the 
road, street or alley. This rule has been held 
to apply whether or not the road is in 
existence, and whether or not an easement 
street is necessary. Id., at 169-179. 
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The Court in Walters also stated: 
that "easements are sometimes created by 
estoppel; for example, if the vendor of land 
actually or constructively makes representa-
tions as to the existence of an easement 
appurtenant to the land sold to be enjoyed in 
land which the vendor has not sold. Thus, 
where the vendor describes the land sold as 
bounded on a street described as running 
through a vendor's unsold land, the vendor is, 
as against his vendee, • • • estopped to deny 
the existence of such street, the conveyance 
practically creating a private right-of-way 
over the vendor's land along the route 
described in favor of the grantee." Id. at 172, 
citing Minor~ Real Property, (Ribble), Vol. 
1, Section 194. The Court also stated that 
"the defendants had full knowledge, actual and 
constructive of Mrs. Smith's claim to a free 
use and enjoyment of the alley before they 
obstructed it in anywise. They recognized the 
alley in their deeds and by their actions." Id. 
at 173. ---
Wilton testified that all of the lot owners had access to the 
Lake and the Wiltons never prevented the lot owners from using 
the Lake. 
As in the Walters case, our plaintiffs would not have 
purchased the lots but for the representation that they had 
access to the Lake. Mr. Wilton testified that when his son 
bought a lot, it was discussed whether or not to deed his lot 
down to the Lake. This was not done, but his son and the other 
lot owners were deemed to have access to the Lake. (Wilton p. 
49.) 
The Smith case can be distinguished from our case in that 
the Court states that the language of the deed from the seller to 
the plaintiff, Mrs. Smith, makes mention of the right-of-way over 
the alley. Id., at 172. Though the Court does not cite the 




that the Court bases its opinion on tbe uncontradicted 
representations as to the alley made by the seller to the 
plaintiff, and that the description of the property in the deed 
stated that the lot was bounded by the alley. In Russakoff, the 
deeds refer to the various subdivision plats for a more 
particular description of the lot conveyed. Each plat shows that 
the lots were bounded by the Lake. 
Mr. Wilton further testified that the Canterbury East lots 
were sold with the Lake being represented as an appurtenance. 
(Wilton p. 41.) By deed dated May 4, 1965, Richmond Real Estate 
Developments, Inc. conveyed to Franklin T. Overby, a predecessor 
in title to Dr. Haddock, the Haddock property "with • 
appurtenances thereunto belonging." E. Carlton Wilton was 
identified by Robert Wilton as one of the developers of 
Canterbury East. (Wilton p. 33.) E. Carlton Wilton purchased 
what is now known as the Lohmann property by deed from Richmond 
Real Estate Development, Inc. and conveyed the property to 
Lohmann's immediate predecessor in title by deed with • • • all 
appurtenances thereto belonging." E. Carlton Wilton, 
Incorporated also conveyed the Russakoff property to Dr. Stearns 
"with • • all appurtenances thereto belonging. Black's Law 
Dictionary, Fifth Edition, defines appurtenance, in part, as 
an article adapted to the use of the property 
to which it is connected, and which was 
intended to be a permanent accession to the 
freehold. A thing is deemed to be incidental 
or appurtenant to land when it is by right used 
with the land for its benefit, as in the case 
of a ••• watercourse· ••• or across the 
land of another. 
12 
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Section 55-59 of the Code of Virginia, 1959, as amended, 
states that "every deed conveying land shall, unless an exception 
be made therein, be construed to include all buildings, 
privileges and appurtenances of every kind belonging to the lands 
therein embraced." (emphasis added). In Whitmore~ Paxton, 151 
Va. 1918, 1928, 145 S.E. 827 (1928), the Court stated that "an 
easement upon severance of a parcel of real estate by the owner 
may arise by implication unless the owner expressly excludes such 
implication." In Russakoff, the developer, Wilton, testified 
that his intention was to give the lot owners access to the Lake. 
No exception to this intention was made in any deed or in our 
plaintiffs chain of title. If any ambiguity existed in the deeds 
from Richmond Real Estate Development, Inc., it was cleared up by 
Wilton's testimony that the Lake was an appurtenance to the lots 
around the Lake. It is apparent that the Lake was built to 
benefit the lot owners around the Lake and that the Lake is 
reasonably necessary for the enjoyment of our plaintiffs lots. 
In Haynie!.!,. Brenner, 216, Va. 722, 222 S.E.2d 546, (1976), 
the plaintiff sought to have the defendants enjoined from using a 
driveway and retaining wall which was on the plaintiff's 
property. The defendants claimed they had a right to use and 
maintain the driveway and the retaining wall. Id. 722-723. 
The plaintiff in Haynie had been the owner of three lots, 
with a driveway cutting through two of those lots. The plaintiff 
sold a corner lot to the defendants and the deed contained no 
express grant of an easement over the other lot. After the 
de~endants purchased the lot they regularly used the driveway 
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entrance from their lot and also the driveway entrance that cut 
across the lot retained by the plaintiff/seller. Several years 
later the plaintiff notified the defendants to stop using the 
driveway and filed this petition in order to enforce their 
rights. The defendants claimed an easement by necessity and an 
easement appurtenant arising from former use. The Court affirmed 
the decision of the Chancellor who held that there was no 
necessity for an easement since the defendants had access to 
their property from another road bordering their lot. The 
Chancellor found that even though usage of the driveway entrance 
on the plaintiff's lot would have been convenient to the 
defendants, there had been no showing that the easement was 
reasonably necessary to the enjoyment of the defendants' 
property. Id., at 724. 
In the Russakoff case, an easement to use the Lake is 
reasonably necessary to the enjoyment of the property owned by 
the plaintiffs since ownership of lakefront property was the 
object of the purchases and that the developer intended that the 
lot owners would have access to the Lake. Dr. Stearns also 
installed a water pumping system and maintained this system until 
be sold his house to Russakoff. Mrs. Russakof£ testified tha~ 
she still uses this pump. Haddock and Lohmann both testified 
that they used the Lake for fishing, skating, and boating. All 
of our plaintiffs testified that they purchased their respective 
lots because they were on the Lake. 
In Brown~ Haley, 233 Va. 219, 355, S.E.2d 319, (1987), the 
defendant had conveyed to Appalachian Power Company the right to 
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overflow a portion of their real estate to create a lake (Smith 
Mountain Lake). The deed reserved the right of the defendant to 
use the land below tbe 899 foot contour line for recreational 
purposes and for watering stock. The defendant later sold to the 
'plaintiffs land with tbe rear lot line extending to the 899 foot 
elevation contour line. Plaintiffs went to great expense in 
building beaches, campsites, piers, and a trailer park. When the 
lake was built, however, the water only reached the 799 to 795 
foot contour line resulting in a strip of land separating the 
lake and the 899 foot contour line i.e. the rear lot line of the 
plaintiffs. Id. 212-214. 
In Brown, the plaintiffs used the land and the lake and 
approximately 14 years after they bad purchased the land, seller 
brought suit against them for ejectment. The trial court held 
for the seller/defendant in that the seller was entitled to sole 
possession of the land below the 899 foot contour line. 
Approximately . 4 years later the buyers (plaintiffs) filed an 
amended Motion for Declaratory Judgment and Bill od complaint 
against the power company and the defendant. Id. 214. "Plaintiff 
asked the court to declare that they had an easement to cross 
Brown's land below the 899 foot contour to reach the lake waters, 
to reform the 1964 deed from tbe Browns to the Haleys, to declare 
that the plaintiffs bad riparian rights in the lake, and to 
enjoin Brown from further action or threats to impede their acts 
as to the lake." Id. 214. 
The Court held that the plaintiffs had an implied easement 
to use the strip of land between. the 899 foot contour line "for 
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-access to the water for recreational us~." Id. at 221. The Court 
stated: 
Absent express restrictions imposed by the 
terms of the grant, a grantor of the property 
conveys everything necessary for the beneficial 
use and enjoyment of the property. Id. at 218 
citing Middleton v. Johnston, 221 va:-797, 892, 
273 S.E.2d 899, 803 (1981); Fones~ Fagan, 214 
Va. 87, 90, 196 S.E.2d 916, 918, (1973); 
Jennings ~ Lineberry, 180, Va. 44, 48, 21 
S.E.2d 769, 771, (1942); Scott v. Moore, 98 va. 
668, 675, 37 S.E. 342, 344 (1900). When a 
landowner conveys a portion of his land, he 
impliedly conveys an easement for any use that 
is continuous, apparent, reasonably necessary 
for the enjoyment of the property conveyed and 
in existence of the time of the conveyance. 
Id., at 219, citing Haynie; Fones; Sanderlin. 
The defendant contended the use had not been continuous, 
apparent, necessary, and in existence at the time of the 
conveyance. Id. at 219. The basis of this contention was not 
clearly stated in tbe case, however, it would seem that the 
defendant based his position on the fact that the lake had not 
been built at the time of the sale of lots to the plaintiffs. 
The Court did note that the power company had already cleared the 
land for development of the lake and that the defendants were 
exercising their easement rights by grazing cattle on the lake 
bed. ~ at 219. The Court stated that this evidence and the 
fact that the deed reserving the easement for the defendant 
stated that the reservation ran with the land, was sufficient to 
show that the use of the property below the 800 foot contour line 
bad been continuous, apparent and in existence at the time of the 
conveyance to the plaintiff. Id. at 219. 
16 
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The Court stated: 
For an easement to arise by implication from a 
pre-existing use, tne plaintiffs must prove by 
clear and convincing evidence that the use is a 
reasonable necessity and not an absolute 
physical necessity. Id. at 219. Citing 
Middleton; Fones; Keane-v. Coal Company, 293, 
va. 175, 179, 122 s.E.2d, 543, 547, 1961; 
Jennings. 
The existence of reasonable necessity depends 
on the circumstances of each particular case. 
Id., 229, citing Jones v. Beavers, 221 Va. 214, 
269, S.E.2d 775, 779 (1980). 
The Court stated that the plaintiffs had met their burden of 
proof. The evidence showed "that access to the water ~ within 
the contemplation of the parties in negotiating and entering into 
the contract for the sale of the property. (emphasis added) The 
Haley's sole purpose in buying the tract was to acquire water 
front property for recreational use. Following their puchase, 
they developed the property for such use, building a beach, 
building or bulkhead, piers, docks, bathhouses, and other 
facilities related to the water sports and recreation." Id. at 
229. 
The Court stated: 
Where the parties to a land transaction 
contemplate that the purchasers will have 
access to water for recreational purposes, and 
where such access adds materially to the 
property conveyed, use of the property retained 
for access to the water is reasonably necessary 
for the beneficial use and enjoyment of the 
property conveyed. Id. at 229. See Ulbricht v. 
Friedsam, 159 Tex:-697, 618-29, 325 S.W.2d; 
669, 676-77, (1959). 
The Russakoff case is factually similar to the Brown case. 
The plaintiffs in Russakoff and their predecessors in title, 
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purchased the property in contemplation of using the Lake and 
went to the expense of purchasing boats, installing water pumping 
systems, building piers and retaining walls and maintaining the 
integrity of the Lake at their respective properties. The 
developer was aware of plaintiffs' intentions and never attempted 
to prevent the plaintiffs from using the Lake. The only 
I 
dissimilarity of the two cases is that the developer in Russakoff 
owned a fee simple in the Lake and in Brown the developer had 
only a reserved right to use the lake. This fact that the 
developer defendant in Brown only had a right to use the land and 
exercised this right by grazing cattle was evidence of a pre-
existing use of the property at the time of the sale to the 
plaintiff. In Russakoff, the Lake was in use when our plaintiffs 
and their predecessors in title purchased their lots. Mr. Wilton 
testified that all of the lot owners had access to the Lake. 
(Wilton p. 41.) The subdivision plats of Sections B and C of 
Canterbury East show that the Lake was in existence as early as 
November 3, 1964. Richmond Real Estate Development, Inc. was the 
owner of record of all of our plaintiffs· lots as of November 3, 
1964. 
CONCLUSION 
The Brown case states that the facts of each case determine 
whether there is a reasonable necessity for an easement. The 
Court in Brown gave great weight to the fact that at the time of 
contracting, access to the water was contemplated by the parties 
to the contract. It was the .testimony of Wilton that the Lake 
was conveyed as an appurtenance to the lots around the Lake· and 
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that it was the developer's intention that these lot owners would 
have access to the Lake. Tbe strip of land between the waters 
edge and the rear lot lines of our plaintiffs was not intended to 
be a barrier to the lot owners from using the Lake, but only as 
flood plain and for water and sewer lines. "As far as I know, 
all of them bad access to [the Lake]. It's just a little strip 
in there. " (Wilton p. 41.) When the Wiltons developed the Lake 
and Canterbury East, they imposed "an obvious and permanent use" 
of the Lake to the lot owners surrounding the Lake. 
Not until Scruggs purchased the Lake did anyone prevent the 
plaintiffs or any lot owner from exercising the intended rights 
to use and access the Lake. The defendant has not asserted that 
the plaintiffs have abandoned their easement and presented no 
evidence at trial that such abandonment occurred. Russakoff has 
continued to pump water from the Lake; Haddock and Lohmann 
decided to file suit and to avoid confrontation with Scruggs 
until this Court has reached a decision. The defendants offered 
no evidence to rebut Mrs. Russakoff's testimony that Scruggs 
threatened retaliation for Russakoff's refusal to grant Scruggs 
access to the Lake through the Russakoff property. Mere non-use 
does not amount to an abandonment. For such non-use to reach the 
point of abandonment, it must be coupled with an intention to 
abandon and must'be proved by clear and unequivocal evidence. 
Lindsey Clark, 193 Va. 522, 69 S.E.2d 342 (1952). 
Furthermore, the defendants offered no evidence that the 




Lake. Scruggs' own conduct in placing posted signs around the 
Lake and removing Eliasek's pump from the Lake show that Scruggs 
knew the Lake was being used. 
Mr. Gilmore's testimony as to the procedure he followed as 
the County's escheator is irrelevant. Because the Court advised 
couns·el that escheatment would not be considered in this Court's 
determination of the plaintiffs' easement rights to the Lake, no 
further comment on that issue is made. 
In Metz ~ Scruggs, Case No. 85C595, a recent decision by 
this Court, Judge Ford stated in his Letter Opinion dated April 
15, 1988, that "• the evidence does show by clear and 
convincing evidence that the intention of the developer [Wilton] 
was for the landowners abutting tbe lake to have access to it and 
to use it and that Metz did in fact use it until prohibited by 
the Scruggs to have access to it. When a landowner or developer 
conveys a portion of his land, he impliedly conveys an easement 
for any use that is continuous, apparent, reasonably necessary 
for the enjoyment of the property conveyed and in existence at 
the time of the conveyance." Citing Brown. The Brown case 
states that the facts of each case determine whether there is a 
reasonable necessity for an easement. 
WHEREFORE, the plaintiffs, jointly and severally, pray that 
this Court declare that each plaintiff, as a lot owner, has an 
easement to and the right to use of the water in Canterbury Lake; 
that each plaintiff be compensated for his loss of use and 
enjoyment of the Lake caused by the defendants' intentional and 
29 
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tortious conduct; that the defendants, jointly and severally, be 
enjoined from preventing the plaintiffs from using the Lake; and 
that plaintiffs have such other and further releif, including 
attorney's fees, as the Court may deem appropriate. 
RICHARD L. RUSSAKOFF 
DIANE Y. RUSSAKOFF 
EDWARD E. HADDOCK 
EDWIN M. LOHMANN 
tv~~ By __________ ~O~f~C~o-u-n-~~e~l~----~;-----
William s. Smithers, Jr. 
R. Ferrell Newman 
James c. Bodie 
Thompson, Smithers, Newman & Wade 
5911 West Broad Street 
P. o. Box 6357 
Richmond, Virginia 23239 
(8"4) 288-49"7 
CERTIFICATE 
I hereby certify that a true copy of the foregoing 
Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs' Claim of Easement Rights and 
to Use of Canterbury Lake was band delivered by courier, to Barry 
w. Norwood, P. o. Box 7268, Richmond, Virginia 23221, this 
!'/ [f f --0~---- day o August, 1989. 
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF HENRICO COUNTY 
RICHARD L. RUSSAI<OFF, et al, PLAINTIFFS, 
In Chance~y No.: 88-C-210 v. 
KERRY I. SCRUGGS 
and 
DORIS J. SCRUGGS, DEFENDANTS. 
MEl-!ORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' CLAIZ.l 
THAT PLAINTIFFS HAVE NO EASEMENT RIGHTS AND 
TO USE OF CANTERBURY LAKE 
As stated by the memorandum of plaintiffs, the 
plaintiffs claim that the defendants have obstructed their use of 
canterbury Lake and access to the lake. Plaintiff's basic theory 
is that they have an implied easement to use the land and lake in 
question. A careful reading of the cases in this area of the law 
lead to the basic proposition that to establish an implied 
easement (or easement by estoppel as it is sometimes called) the 
parties seeking to establish the easement must prove by clear and 
convinci~g evidence the elements of inducement, reliance, user 
and injury. 
However, before we look at the la'ti and the evidence in 
this area to see if an easement has been proved, the Court must 
first decide if plaintiffs are barred by the applicable Statute 
of Limitations or by laches. The law is clear that if the nature 
of this is action for unlawful detainer, the plaintiffs are 
barred by Virginia Code Section 8. 01-236 for not bringing the 
action within the requisite three-year period. The undisputed 
evidence is that the defendants took possession of the lake to 
37 
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the exclusion of the plaintiffs more than three years before the 
filing of this action. It is further clear that as stated by the 
Memorandum of Plaintiffs, there "use of Canterbury Lake and 
access to the lake" has been obstructed. The plaintiffs seek to 
prevent this unlawful detainer by defendants but are barred from 
doing so. 
The plaintiffs are also estopped by laches from claiming 
and easement to the lake. Very basically, laches is the failure 
to protect one's rights under circumstances misleading or 
prejudicing an adverse party. By plaintiffs' witness, Robert 
tAJilton, Canterbury Lake was abandoned in 1967 or perhaps 1968. 
T~e owner stopped paying taxes, let the insurance lapse, and had 
tried to give the lake ~way to a "very active" civic association 
and adjoining lot owners, none of whom wanted the burden (TR 44). 
No··ori'e claimed any rights ··to· the lake and tvith the abandonment in 
1967 or 1968 the lake was escheated to the Commonwealth of 
Virginia. While the inquest occured many years later, it served 
merely as a means to the State to furnish evidence of record 
title (see Sands v. Lynham, 68 Va. (27 Gratt) 291 187 6) • Mr. 
Gilmore, the Escheater, carried out his duties without any claim 
being made. By the time the defendants took title, the lake was 
overgrown, docks were rotten and in disrepair, the dam was in 
disrepair and except for the pumping of the water by some few 
persons along the lake, the lake was in disuse. The defendants 
immediately made known their possession and their claim that no 
one had rights to the lake. The uncontradicted evidence is that 
the defendants set about to repair, clean and fix up the lake 
with expenses of $8,231.53 not counting purchase price and taxes. 
2 38 
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----· ----with-expenses of .$8 ,_23.1. 53--not counting purch~se price and taxes. 
(TR. 61} Years l'lent by with some of the lot owners bringing 
suit. However, none of the plaintiffs in this 1i tigation made 
claim to a right to use the lake until February 11, 1988, almost 
five years after the property was sold by the escheater and four 
years afte~ the defendants recorded their deed, took possession 
and put up their no trepassing signs. For twe~ty years, none of 
the defendants made any greater claim than the rest of the world 
while six to eight hundred people boated, skated and partied on 
the lake {TR 16, 27). The defendants now seek to enforce a claim 
that equity and fairness should preclude. The plaintiffs allowed 
the defendants to rely that there were no other claims to the 
lake and allowed the defendants to spend money in making the lake 
more useful. They should therefore be prevented by laches from 
coming in at this time and making claim. 
Having addressed the timeliness issue, the issue of 
~·1hether an implied easement has been proved will be addressed. 
Plaintiffs seek to establish an "appurtenance~ to their lots 
through the evidence of Robert Wilton who claimed to be 
associated with Richmond Real Estate Developments, Inc. Wilton 
makes it clear that the corporation's intention was ~o retain a 
strip of land between the water's edge and the various lots. His 
testimony and the evidence. submitted make it clear that there was 
no privity of contract between Richmond Real Estate Developments 
and any of the plaintiffs so as to create a chain of right that 
leads to each plaintiff. The evidence is clear that at best 
Robert Wilton or Richmond Real Estate Developments, Inc. gave the 




extend beyond the time when Richmond Real Estate Developments, 
Inc. decided to abandon the lake. 
·---- ..... ._. _____ -· :- ... ~ 
. 
Although this case was brought by the three plaintiffs, 
each must be viewed separately.There ware two interim owners 
between Edward and Virginia Lohman and Richmond Real Estate 
Developments, Inc. They were Sunshine of Richmond, Inc. which 
bought the lot in 1977 from E. Carlton and Betty L. Wilton who 
had bought the lot in 1974. At that time, of course, the lake 
was owned by the Commonwealth of Virginia. 
There were three interim O\t~ners betl'Ieen Richmond Real 
Estate Development and Edward E. Haddock. They were Frank Overby 
who bought the lot in 1965, E. Carlton Wilton, Inc. which bought 
the lot in 1967, and Joseph and June Sharp who bought the lot in 
1968. There was no evidence from any of these owners as to their 
claims to an easment to the lake. When Dr. Haddock bought his 
lot the lake was owned by the Commonwealth of Virginia. 
There was one interim owner between Richmond Real Estate 
Developments, Inc. and Merton Sterns. That owner was E. Carlton 
Wilton, Inc. Again there was no evidence that Richmond Real 
Estate Developments, Inc. made representations to E. Carlton 
Wilton, Inc. as to an easment nor did· E. Carlton Wilton, Inc. 
claim to have an easement to the lake. 
The lake in question has had two owners since Richmond 
Real Estate Developments, Inc. abandoned it in 1967 or 1968. The 
Commonwealth of Virginia from 1967 or 1968 to 1983 and the 
defendants from 1983 to the present date. 




is the plaintiffs' burden to prove inducement, reliance, user and 
injury -- the elements of implied easement or easement by 
estoppel. These elements are set out in three Virginia cases, 
Jones v. Beavers, 212 Va. 214 (1980), Bunn v. Offutt, 216 Va. 681 
(1976), and Brown v. Haley, 233 Va. 210 (1987). The easement 
.-mu-s-e-have peen estabTislrea--·bet\tleen plaintiffs and the owner of 
the lake or someone in the chain of title of plaintiffs and the 
owner of the lake so as to create an easement that runs with each 
lot. 
INDUCEHENT 
The leading cases in this area in Virginia all deal with 
issues between immediate sellers and buyers. Facts were decided 
based upon what the sellers told the buyers in order to induce 
them to purchase the property in question. In the case now 
before the Court the plaintiffs have failed to produce evidence or 
witnesses that they were induced to buy the property with the 
promise of an easement by someone \t~ho could legally induce them. 
Robert Wilton never induced anyone to buy property along the lake 
even though he may have had the intention that persons could use 
the lake or acquiesced in the usage of the lake. This evidence 
show little more than a license. Wilton did not testify that he 
intended. for the right to run with the land nor that the lots 
along the lake had any special benefit. No mention of rights to 
the lake were made in any of the deeds. As he stated the lot 
owners ntook it on theirself they had that piece of ground" .(TR 
40). Such vague testintony as to the right ancl obligations 
concerning the lake is hardly an inducement for any of the lot 
owners prior to the-~i~iri~iff to purchase the property. Had one 
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who had bought.directly from Richmond Real Estate Developments, 
Inc. testified that Richmond Real Estate Develop~ents, Inc. made 
any statement to the purchaser then there would be evidence to 
consider for implied easements. However~ none of the buyers 
directly from Richmond Real Estate Developments, Inc. testified 
and therefore there was no evidence of any inducement for them to 
purchase the property. Without the testimony of the interim 
owners to establish inducement, the plaintiffs have failed. 
Special note is the case of Bunn v. Offutt, 216 va. 681 where 
the Court found that a mere license was intended from far 
stronger words and actions than in the present case. 
Additionally, there was no evidence that the Commonwealth of 
Virginia, which owned the lake from 1967 to 1983, did anything to 
induce the plaintiffs nor did the defendants from 1983 on do 
anything to induce the plaintiffs to believe that they would 
purchase the property with an easement to the lake. "Because its 
there" may be an inducement for some persons to take action but 
it is not sufficient to bind those who may own "it" {with 
liberties to Sir Edmond Hillary). 
RELIANCE 
None of the parties testified that they relied on any 
statement or act of any owners of the lake in purchasing their 
property. While Robert Wilton comes before this Court more than 
twenty years after. the fact and testified that it was intended 
that the lot owners in the subdivision have access to the lake, 
his intentions were not e:cpressed, published or declared so as to 
create anything that the plaintiffs might rely on. None of the 
6 
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plaintiffs had altered their positions or testified that they 
would not have purchased the property if they did not have use of 
the lake. This case is not factually similar to Brown v. Hailey, 
supra, where the plaintiffs bought the property .for the purpose 
of building beaches, docks and other facilities related to water 
sports and.recreation. such matters were discussed between the 
parties and the Baileys relied on Brown to their detriment that 
they would have access to Smith Mountain Lake. Far different in 
that case also is the fact that the public had a right to use 
Smith Mountain Lake and the argument merely concerns the access 
over a strip of ground between the plaintiffs property and the 
waters edge. In the case now before the Court, it was known that 
the entire lake and the strip of ground were owned by one and the 
same individual. Therefore, no one who in the chain of title of 
any of the plaintiffs could have relied that their lot was any 
larger than what the metes and bounds survey and plat showed. 
USER 
Plaintiffs seek to build their cases upon the intentions 
of Robert Wilton and Richmond Real Estate Developments, Inc. 
There is, however, no evidence that the lake had ever been tlsed 
prior to the sale of the lots by Richmond Real Estate 
Developments, Inc. which are now owned by the plaintiffs. While 
there is testimony of hundreds of people skating and of 
occasional boating, this all would have had to have taken place 
during the time the property was owned by the Common\llealth of 
Virginia. Merely because the subdivision plat showed a lake 
outside of the subdivision does not create any rights to the lot 
owners. See Jones v. Beaver, 221 Va. 214 (1980) 
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INJURY 
No other element necessary to find an implied easement 
has had a greater influence on the decisions of the Supreme Court 
of Virginia than the issue of inj~ry. In every case wherein the 
Court found an implied easement, they found that the property in 
question wo·uld be "virtually worthless", Bro\,rn v. E!ailey, supra 
et 220, or worth "twice as much" with the easement as without it. 
Oney v. West Buena Vista Land Co. supra at 582. In the case r 
before the Court, there is no evidence that any of the plaintiffs 
paid more for the property ~1i th an easement, that the property 
was worth more with an easment, that it was worth less without an 
easement, or that they would be legally injured in any way if 
- .. ··- .. .. -· -
there was no easement to the lake. The Supreme Court of Virginia 
as recently as 1987 stated in Brown v. Hailey, supra, that to 
find an easement of necessity the easement must add "material!~ 
to the value of the property conveyed" at 220. (misquoted in 
plaintiffs memorandum). Without proving an injury by clear and 
convincing evidence, the plaintiffs must fail. 
CONCLUSION 
Plaintiffs seek to prove their case by inferences and 
innuendos \<~here they have no direct evidence. 25 years ago, a 
company O\vned a lake and intentionally maintained ownership of a 
strip of land between the water and the lots being sold off. The 
company intentionally refused to allow the son of one of the 
principals O\vnership to the water. Plaintiffs would have the 
Court believe the strip was merely retained for utilities and 
"flood plain" when utility easements criss-cross the whole 
8 
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subdivision. The developer represented nothing as to the lake 
for one reason -- they wanted to maintain control of the lake and 
surroundings. Once they realized it was no longer an asset, they 
abandoned the lake and the surrounding strip of land to the 
State. No inducements were made by Richmond Real Estate 
Developmet:ltS, Inc., no one relied .on Richmond Real Estate 
Developments, Inc., no one claimed usage prior to the abandonment 
nor even prior to the sale to any of the lot owners from Richmond 
Real Estate Developments, Inc. There was no evidence in this 
case as to valuation and its effect on the proper.ties. What has 
been proven is that ownership reverted to the Commonweatlh in 
1967 "maybe 1968". With that reversion were lost any easements, 
means and tenancies except as set forth in Virginia Code Sections 
55-168 through 55-201.1. What is proven by direct evidence is 
that--the defendants ·have- spent an excess of $8,000.00 while the 
plaintiffs (one with an article taped to his refrigerator door) 
took no action or made any claim. Equity seeks to do what is 
fair while following the law. The plaintiff had the burden to 
prove their case by clear and convincing evidence. Having failed 
in their burden, this action must be dismissed. 
Barry w. Norwood, Esq. 
3000 Idlewood Avenue 




DORIS • SCRUGGS 




I certify that a copy of the foregoing Memorandum was 
delivered to the office of William s. Smithers, Jr. this 8th day 





COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA 
FOURTEENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT 
BUFORDM.PARSONS.JR 
JUDGE 
JOSEPH F. SPINELLA 
JUDGE 
JAMES E. KULP 
JUDGE 
GEORGE F. TIDEY 
JUDGE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE COUNTY OF HENRICO 
November 9, 1989 
WilliamS. Smithers, Jr., Esquire 
5911 W. Broad Street 
Richmond, VA 
Barry W. Norwood, Esquire 
3000 Idlewood Avenue 
Richmond, VA 
Re: Richard L. Russakoff, et al 
vs. 
Kerry I. Scruggs, et al 
Dear Mr. S~ithers and Mr. Norwood: 
Case No. CH88000210-00 
NOV 14. 1989 
LOCATION: 
PARHAM AND 
HUNGARY SPRING ROADS 
MAILING ADDRESS: 
P. 0. BOX 27032 
RICHMOND. VA 23273 
The matter before the Court is the plaintiffs claim of easement 
rights and to the use of Canterbury Lake. 
I am of the opinion that the plaintiff•s are not entitled 
to easement rights and to the use of Canterbury Lake. 
After reading the briefs submitted and reviewing the cases, 
it is apparent that each case must be decided on its individual facts. 
No particular case seems to hit "on all fours" with another case. 
However, I did rely heavily on Jones v. Beaver, 221 Va 214 (1980) and 
Brown v. Haley, 233 Va 210 (1987). 
As in many of the cases there are significant factual 
differences. In this case one of those differences is that there is 
no reference to the "Lake 11 in any of the deeds. There is a reference 
to a plat but that reference is of a general nature and more for 
descriptive purposes of the 1 ot 1 i nes rather than rights acquired in 
the subdivision. 
Also, the lot description refers to definite metes and bounds 
as opposed to a 11 Contour linen which is in Brown, supra, case and in 
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·! ··: L~illiam S. Smithers, Jr~·, £squire 
Barry W. Norwood, Esquire 
November 9, 1989 
Page Two 
another case decided earlier in this court. The use of "contour line", 
"alley11 11 road 11 , 111ake", etc. would be strong evidence of the intention 
of the parties. 
The fact that the original developer specifjcally kept a 
strip of 1 and between the rear 1 ot 1 i ne and the 1 ake for sewer, water 
lines and flood plain put all purchasers on notice that their property 
was not contiguous to the 11 lake". 
As between these plaintiffs and their sellers there is no 
evidence of an inducement that would be binding on the defendants. 
Additionally, there is no evidence of any reliance by the plaintiffs 
that they would have access to the 11 1 ake 11 • There may have been a hope 
or wish but that is all. 
There is evidence that the 11 lake" was being used to some 
degree by Russakoff' s to the extent that there was a pump for watering 
the lawn still in use. However, I do not feel that it was sufficient 
use to allow an easement. 
Also, there is no evidence that the plaintiffs have been 
injured as a resu 1 t of not having ari easement and access to use the 
"1 ake". 
Additional factors to be considered are: 
1. The property escheated to the state in 1968 for the 
non-payment of taxes by the developer. 
2. The developer offered the property to the Civic Association 
in exchange for payment of taxes and was refused. 
3. The defendants have expended money to fix-up and rna i nta in 
the property. 
4. The defendants purchased the property on May 25, 1984, 
at a proper sale by the escheat agent and the plaintiff's 
did not file suit until February 16, 1988. 
I ask t·1r. Norwood to prepare the Order. 
Very truly yo~. 
k-1-·! 
e F. Tidey "'J--;l 
Judge 
·: ----- ..... ' ... ... .. 
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VIRGINIA: 
IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE COUNTY OF HENRICO 
tiCBARD L. RUSSAKOFF, 
DIANE Y. RUSSAKOFF, 
and 
EDWARD E. HADDOCK, 
and 
EDWIN M. LOHMANN, 
v. 
KERRY I. SCRUGGS 
and 
DORIS J. SCRUGGS, 
Plaintiffs, 
Case No. CH88000210-00 
Defendants. 
ORDER 
Came the parties upon the Amended Bill of Complaint, the 
Plea of the Statute of Limitations, Plea of Laches and Demurrer 
of the defendants, upon the Answer of the defendants, upon 
evidence taken ore tenus and upon Memoranda submitted by both 
parties. 
In consideration whereof, for the reasons stated in the 
Coprt' s letter opinion of November 9, 1989 to counsel for the 
parties, the Court finds that the plaintiffs are not entitled to 
any easement rights in and to, nor the use of, the property of 
defendants described in plaintiffs' Bill of Complaint commonly 
known as Canterbury Lake. Accordingly, the Amended Bill of 






plaintiffs is noted. 
And the objects for which this suit was brought having been 
accomplished and nothing further remaining to be done herein; it 
is ORDERED that this cause be stricken from the docket and the 
papers placed among the ended causes. 
ENTER: ~/ 7 I Yo 
0 ~ ::="('--c... ---Jud~ t=-- :) 
I ask for this~ 
, Counse or 
A Copy Teste: 
Margaret B. Baker, Clerk 











THOMPSON, SMITHERS, NEWMAN & WADE 
BY: WILLIAMS. SMITHERS, JR., ESQUIRE 
JAMES C. BODIE, ESQUIRE 
attorneys, of counsel for the plaintiffs 
BARRY W. NORWOOD, ESQUIRE 
attorney, of counsel for the defendants 
7 (Opening statements were made by Mr. Smithers on 





13 EDWIN M. LOHMANN 
14 was sworn and testified as follows: 
15 DIRECT EXAMINATION 
16 BY MR. SMITHERS: 








Q And Mr. Lohmann, you are one of the Plaintiffs in 






Are you a property owner of a lot in Canterbury 




















And this does represent the conveyance that 
5 resulted in your purchase of the lot, did it not? 
6 
7 
A That's correct. 
MR. SMITHERS: Your Honor, I would like that to 
8 be introduced as Plaintiff's l, if I can. 
9 MR. NORWOOD: I have no obJection, Your Honor. 
10 BY MR. SMITHERS: 
11 Q Just to tie up some loose ends, you bought this 
12 property when, sir? 1977, is that what the deed says? 
13 
14 
A I think it's January of '78, I believe. 
THE COURT: Recorded January 3, 1978. 
15 BY MR. SMITHERS: 
16 Q And tell the Court -- well, first, it also shows 




She is deceased. 






21 Q So you today, as far as you know, you're the sole 







Going back to the time when you purchased this 
lot, tell His Honor, if you will, how you come to purchase 
53 
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5 
EDWIN M. LOHMANN - DIRECT EXJU1INATION 
1 your lot. 
2 MR. NORWOOD: Your Honor, I don't think that's 
3 admissible unless it's statements mode by these parties as to 
4 something that may have induced him to purchase his lot. 
5 Otherwise it would be hearsay evidence or something that would 
6 not be evidence that would be admissible in this case. 
7 THE COURT: I'll overrule the motion. 
8 BY MR. SMITHERS: 
9 Q Explain to His Honor, if you will -- and here 
10 again, so we don't have any problem, you can't tell the Judge 
11 things that people told you. In other words~ you can't say 
12 John told me this, Mary told me that. My purpose in asking 
13 you to discuss this issue with the Judge is to tell the Court 
14 based upon your inquiries to purchase, matters that you 
15 concluded in your own mind as a result of those discussions as 
16 it relates to the lake and what access or rights you would 
17 hove to this lake. But again, don·t testifY as to what 
18 som~body said to you, okay? 
19 MR. NORWOOD: Judge, things that are said as a 
20 result of what somebody said are Just a back door woy of 
21 getting into hearsay, I don't want to keep Jumping up and 
22 obJecting, Your Honor overruled me and I think you understand 
23 what I'm getting to. 
24 
25 A 
THE COURT: I understand. Go ahead. 
I bought the lot because my wife, who had Just 
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EDWIN U. LOHMANN - DIRECT EXAHINATION 
1 gotten a clean bill of health from cancer~ said she loved~ 
2 always wanted to live on that lake. And it was an ad in the 
3 paper and we called and Mr. Robert Wilton~ I believe the 
4 third~ and Mr. Story came to see us and we talked about the 
5 lake and the propertY~ which I think was about the last lot 
6 left. And we agreed to buy it. And .. Mith the understanding! 
7 that we had access to the lake: 
8 
9 
MR. NORWOOD: Judge~ I obJect to that. 
THE COURT: I understand. Overruled. 
10 BY MR. SMITHERS: 
11 Q All right, sir. Now, at any time after you 
12 purchased the property until you met Mr. Scruggs, did any 
13 representative of Carlton Wilton Industries or Carlton Wilton 
14 Incorporated or Robert Wilton Incorporated, anyone that you 
15 perceive to have an interest in the lake, interfere with your 






And did you make use and did you actuallY have 
19 access to the lake? 
20 A We did. I had a boat and the kids used it and 
21 they were fishing and fragging and that type of thing: 
6 
22 Incidentally, I have never met Mr. Scruggs. This is the first 
23 time I've ever seen him. 
24 
25 
Q Okay. When you say you had a boat, tell the 
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7 
EDWIN H. LOI-R1ANN - DIRECT EX.A!-1INATION 
the water? 
A dus~ p~ll_ it. up on the ban~. 
Q Pull it up out of the water onto dry land? 
A Correct. 
Q ~rt~at·~ny~time during the period bf you~ 
owner~hip, did you receive any notic~s from anyone from Wilton 
Industries or the Wilton group that you were not permitted to 
have your boat along the shoreline? 
A No: 
Q Or use the water? -
A No. 
Q Have you had such information or such notice 
brought to your attention since Mr. Scruggs claims ownershiP 
of the land? 
A Only the no trespassing signs. 
Q Tell the Court about the no trespassing signs. 
Where was it Placed? 
A· There's a little sand bar that runs behind my 
propertY~ and on the end of that sand bar there's a no 
trespassing sign, So, I took the boat out of the water and 
it's been out ever since~ 
Q And do you have a recollection as to when that no 
trespassing sign may have been placed where it was placed? 
A No, sir, I don't. After the lake was turned over 
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EDWI~l U. LOID'il\JTN - CP.OSS -EXM1INATION 
Q You don't have any idea as to what year it might 
have been? 
If YOU don't, YOU don't. 





5 MR. SMITHERS: That's all the questions I have of 
6 this witness. 
7 
8 
THE COURT: Cross? 
9 CROSS-EXAMINATION 
10 BY MR. NORWOOD: 



















And did you personallY ever use the lake? 
Yes, sir. 
Do you recall how many times you went out on the 
No. 
Once maybe? 
Well, no. Many times trying to -- Just paddling 
21 around and trying to fish. In the wintertime we went ice 
22 skating. 1 
23 Q The lake was real low at that time, was it not? 
24 Very low. Water level. 
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EDWIN M. LOHMANN - CROSS-EXM!INATION 
1 time that I bought the property. 
2 Q And since that time~ there have been improvements 
3 to the lake? 
4 A Not near me. In fact~ my property has flooded a 
5 couple of times. 
6 Q I am going to show you a picture and ask you if 
7 this looks like the bock of your house. Does that represent 
8 the back? 
9 A Well, none of these houses are mine in this 
10 Picture. I can't identifY the rest of it. 
11 Q You don't recognize 











You don't recognize that area there at all? 
It's back on that, in that area, but I can't 
Does that look like the lake behind your house? 
It does. 
And is your house fairlY eQual distance from the 











How farther back is your house from the road than 
My house sits at the bottom of that hill. 
And you have to travel how far to get up to the 
24 street, the street that I'm calling Cedar Bluff Drive? 




• ~ ....... .,, • 0- -~ - •• • ·-·. • ~ . ,. -..... 
10 
EDWIN H. LOillfAIDT - CROSS -EXM-tl:HATION 







I have no -- 30 feet maybe. 
That area behind there, where in that area would 
5 you have put your boat? Do you see an area where you would 
6 put your boot? 
7 A I don't recognize this at all. I know these 
8 houses are the houses that go for a block up on that hill. 
9 But as for as here and where I would put a boat, this doesn't 
10 look like my land at all. 
11 Q Doesn't look like the sand bar you're talking 
12 about behind your house? 
13 THE COURT: Mr. Norwood, I think he said he does 
14 not recognize it. 
15 MR. NORWOOD: I can't introduce it if he doesn't 
16 recognize it. 
17 A I'm sure it's on the lake~ but I do not recognize 
18 it. 
19 THE COURT: I think you're --
20 BY MR. NORWOOD: 
21 Q 
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11 







Q Do you recall receiving a letter from Mr. Scruggs 



















Do you know how long ago that was? 
No, I do not. It's been a good while, but I 
MR. NORWOOD: I have no .further questions of 
THE COURT: Redirect? 
MR.· BODIE: If, Your Honor, we might have Just a 
MR. SMITHERS: No. 
MR. BODIE: No further questions. 
THE COURT: Thank you, Mr. Lohmann. 
Next witness. 
MR. SMITHERS: Dr. Haddock, please. 
{The witness stood aside.) 
20 EDWARD E HADDOCK 
21 was sworn and testified as follows: 
22 DIRECT EXAMINATION 
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12 





And you're one of the plaintiffs in this suit? 
Yes. 
3 Q I am more comfortable referring to you as 
4 Dr. Haddock. Are you a retired physician? 
5 A Yes. 
6 Q Dr. Haddock, are you a property owner of land in 






I hand you what I believe to be a coPY of a deed 
10 and ask if you can identifY it as a deed conveying some 
11 property to you? 
12 
13 
A Yes. I recognize it. 
MR. SMITHERS: I ask that that deed be 
14 introduced, Your Honor. 
15 MR. NORWOOD: No objection, Your Honor. 
16 BY MR. SMITHERS: 
17 Q Now~ Dr. Haddock~ you bought this property in 
18 1969? 
19 Yes. 






Q In connection with the purchase, at the time that 





There was. I bought the house. 
You bought the house and the lot? 
61 
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13 
EDWARD E. HADDOCK - DIRECT EXAHINATION 
1 A Right. 
I'~ 
~ ' 2 Q And again~ keeping in mind that you can't testifY 
3 as to what other people might have said to you, based upon 
4 your investigation of the property leading up to your purchase 
5 of it, --
6 MR. NORWOOD: Judge, my. obJection before as to 
7 what his what he may infer from different things someone 
8 may have told to him, I would still obJect to being part of 
9 the obJection as to hearsay. 
10 THE COURT: I think that Dr. Haddock can indicate 
11 to the Court why he bought it. If the lake had any interest 
12 to him. 
13 BY MR. SMITHERS: 
14 Q Proceed. In connection with your looking at the 
15 property and making a decision as to the purchase of the 
16 property, what, if anything, induced or tell the Court 
17 about your interest in the lake or what you perceived to be 
18 what you were going to get or what access you were going to 
19 get to the lake? 
20 A Yes. I don't think anyone said anything to me 
21 one way or the other about the lake. But a friend of mine, a 
22 real estate agent was showing me a house across the street on 
23 Cedar Bluff.: 
24 MR. NORWOOD: Do I need to keep on obJecting or 








EDWARD E. HADDOCK - DIP.ECT EX..tu·liNATION 
THE COURT: I am going to allow it. We have a 
continuing obJection, and when you review the record all those 
3 obJections will be in it. 
4 A We looked at the house. And as we were coming 
5 out of the house he was showing us -- Jack Seeno(phonetic) was 
6 the real estate agent -- we saw across the street a sign in 
7 the yard house for sale. My wife and I were struck. Here it 
8 was with the back sloping down to a beautiful lake. That-
9 appealed to us. We went in and talked to the man and we 
10 eventuallY bought the house. I think one of the big 
11 considerations was that it was on a lake. As a matter of 
12 fact, when we bought the house we bought a boat along with the 
13 house so we could use it in the lake. 
14 BY MR. SMITHERS: 
15 Q When you talk about buying a boat~ I assume 







Yes. His boat. 
What kind of boat was it? 
It was Just a little old cheap row boat, but we 
20 thought we could go out and fish and ride around in it. I had 
21 a little ten-year-old son at the time. That appealed to him. 
22 Q Did you, in fact, make use of the lake or have 
23 access to it? 
24 A Yes, we did make use and no Question about it, 
25 one way or the other. Wasn't even discussed, as to whether 
63 
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15 
EDt-TARD E. HADDOCK ,;... DIRECT EXAUINATIOU 
1 th~re might be a question of ownershiP of the lake. We had· 
2 -tul.L .. use of·. :1 t. We went. wading into .~ t. I built a pier out 
3 into .1 t.. where we could bring the boat up so he could get in l 
4 and out easilY. My wife and I Hould ride out in the boatL H~ 
5 bought a canoe subsequent to that.. so we could get along a .~ 





ActuallY with this pier.. how big was the p1er1 
I guess it was about ten feet long. Just long· 
9 enough to bring the boat up and tie it up to it. It had the 







You would, in fact, tie your boat to that pier? 
Yes. 
At any time during your ownershiP of the 
14 property, did you receive any notice from anyone, particularly 
15 saying the Wilton interest, Carlton, Sommers, Robert, or any 
















Couldn't have a Pier? 
No. Positive. 
Couldn't have a boat?. 
No. No question about it. 
How about in the wintertime. 
I'm not. But my wife and my 
Are you a skater? 
son are. And that 
24 was a beautiful time of the year. People from all over, not 
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16 
ED~~ARD E. HADDOCK - DIRECT EXAHINATION 
1 ~gv~_4-, 5-, 600 people at times were there: Different colors 
2 and be plaYing music. It was almost like a fairy land out 





What.~·Jiapperi.ed ·to-your pier?,· Still there? 
!~· disintegrateq in one of the periodic floods 
6 that·s come into that lake. So~ we never rebuilt it., 
7 Q How many years ago was that? 
8 A That was even before Mr. Scruggs acquired -the 
9 property. I don't remember just when it was. 
10 Q Well~ since Mr. Scruggs has acquired what he's 
11 acquired~ have you had an occasion to discuss with him your 
12 access or his belief that you had no access to the lake? 
13 A No, I haven't discussed with him personallY. I 
14 don't even remember seeing him before until today. 
15 Q What caused you a concern about your having 
16 access to the lake? Did you see any no trespassing signs 
17 or -- what brought your attention to the matter that caused 
18 you to be sitting where you are today? 
19 A Well, there are a number of no trespassing signs, 
20 as you say. But I understand that even a man was arrested one 
21 day for being out on 1 t when he was fishing~:'"' And the word has. 
22 certainly gotten around that he owns it and he means to keep 
23 it to himself~ my concept of it is: And so I haven't had any 
24 
25 
tangle with him about it. I Just backed off. 
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EDWA..lill E. HADDOCK - CROSS-EXAUI~ATION 
1 THE COURT: Cross? 
2 MR. NORWOOD: We'll try again with this picture, 
3 Judge. I've got my pictures mixed up. That's the same one I 
4 showed him before. 
5 
6 CROSS-EXAMINATION 
7 BY MR. NORWOOD: 
8 Q Good morning, Dr. Haddock. 
9 A Good morning. 
10 Q Dr. Haddock, does that represent the area behind 
11 your house? Do you recognize that? 
A This is awful hard to say. This is Just one 12 
13 segment of the lake. All I can say, it could be. Because the 
14 houses on the perimeter up on the hill look like those that I 
15 see. What I see here is Just an awful mess. And we've got a 
16 lot of those in back of my house now. I can#t positively 
17 identifY it though. 
18 







MR. NORWOOD: I have no further· questions of 
THE COURT: Thank you, Dr. Haddock. 
(The witness stood aside.> 
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DIANE YO~ ;RU&SAKOFF - DIRECT EXA1-1INATION 
DIANE YORK RUSSAKOFF 
was sworn and testified as follows: 
3 DIRECT EXAMINATION 







You are Diane York Russakoff? 
Yes, I am. 
Do you and your husband own an interest in a lot 





Yes, we do. 
Now, to bridge my gap here, at the time you 
11 bought your property, were you married to Mr. Russakoff? 
12 
13 
A No. We got married after we bought the house~ 
MR. NORWOOD: Judge, to save some time, if he 
14 Just wants to introduce the two deeds, the one when she was 
15 Ms. York and the one theY conveyed it to each other as tenants 
16 by the entireties, I have no objection to that. 
17 BY MR. SMITHERS: 
18 Q Just so the record is clear on it, you were 






So when you and Richard Russakoff bought the 





Q And subsequently it was retitled in your name as 
Russakoff, you and Richard as husband and wife? 
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DIANE YORK RUSSAKOFF - DIRECT EXA!1INATION 
1 A Yes, that's right. 
2 Q I hand you a couple of documents. Do those 




MR. SMITHERS: Ask that they be introduced. 
6 BY MR. SMITHERS: 
7 Q In connection with your purchase of the 
8 Canterbury property, tell the Court, if you will, what you 
9 believed or perceived to be your rights or your expectations 







OkaY. I was aware of that area. 
Was it a factor in your purchase? 
Yes, uh-huh. I was aware of that area end very 
19 
14 much wanted to buy property on the lake because of -- because 
15 of the beauty ~f the lake. And we waited for a lot to come on 
16 the market there and when Dr. Stearns· house came up, we were 
17 very anxious to buy it: When we first sow the property, we 
18 saw that there were boats in Dr. Stearns' yard and in 
19 Ms. Wingfield's yard next door. We saw the grass was cut all 
20 the way to the water, that there were no obstructions to the 
21 water. That there was a garden plat that was very close to 
22 the water that wasn't used by Dr. Stearns. We understood that 









··~-···._. __ . ·-· --· -· _ .. · .·_. --· __ . __ . -----------· -·"··---..:-.. ~.-----· · .... 










Dr. Stearns is here today? 
Yes, he is. 
Thank you. All right, go ahead. Based on the 
20 
6 fact that Dr. Stearns is here, you can tell the Court, if you 
7 will, what comments, if any, he made to you in connection with 
8 the lake which may have affected or induced your purchase of 
9 the property? 
10 
11 
A Well, he described --
MR. NORWOOD: If he's here today, then he can 
12 testifY to what comments he made to her. 
13 THE COURT: Mr. Norwood, I think I know the 
14 difference between whet's coming in and what's not and what I 
15 should not consider and what I will. You can have the 
16 obJection, and as I say, you've got it all the way through. 
17 Throughout the whole day. 
18 
19 A 
MR. NORWOOD: All right, sir. 
Okay. Dr. Stearns described to us what his use 
20 of the lake had been. He did tell us there was some conflict 
21 with Mr. Scruggs, but he also showed us an article that was in 
22 the newspaper at that time that he had taped to his 
23 refrigerator which showed there was going to be a court ruling 
24 
25 
on this .. · I also knew or was aware that the lady next door 
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DIANE YORK RUSSAKOFF - DIRECT EXA!1I~~ATION 
1 BY MR. SMITHERS: 
2 Q And based upon your discussions with -- is it 
3 Dr. Stearns or Mr. Sterns? 
It's Dr. Stearns. 4 
5 
A 
Q !tG=-.Stearns, did he advise you that he had made.-· 
6 uninterrupted use -- access to the lake from the day he bought 














Do you remember when he bought it? 
He's here, but do you remember? 
No. 
You use the term 20-some years. Is that a 
14 perception in your mind that he owned it for that period of 
15 time? 
16 A Somewhere along the line I was aware that he had 
17 lived in that house for that period of time. Possibly longer. 
18 THE COURT: The deed in evidence indicates that 
19 it was purchased JanuarY 26, 1966. 
20 MR. SMITHERS: Correct. I am going to have him 
21 up next. 
22 THE COURT: It's in there. 
23 BY MR. SMITHERS: 
24 
25 
Q Tell the Court~ if you will~ what -- I use the 









D!Al~E YOPJ(. RUSSJ\..KOFF - DIRECT EXMUNATION 







A Well, as I say, when we moved there, there was no 
signs, no fence. But shortly after we moved in, Mr. Scrugg~ 
"' . 
came bY one day and asked us for access through our property 
to the lake . .-
7 Q I want you to be as detailed as you can about 
8 that. Tell His Honor specificallY what you understood to be 
9 Scruggs' inquiry about quote ffaccessu through your property? 
10 A He wanted to be able to come into our driveway 
11 and go down through our lot. Because it would give him good 
12 access to the island~ which is closest to our property. And 
13 we told him we'd think about it. Then he got back with us a 
14 week or so later and we said we had decided against that, 
15 because we wanted the privacy of that lot. He then told us 
16 that we would regret that and that he would not allow us to 
17 have any further access to the lake or to the land between the 
18 lcke and our property. And two days later, he had constructed 
19 a fence across the back of our property, with a very large 





Actual physical barrier, a fence? 
Yes. It was a post and wire or post and string 
23 type of a fence. 
24 Q And is that what precipitated your proceeding and 
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DIANE YORK RUSSAKOFF - DIRECT EY~INATION 
A That's correct. That's when we consulted you, 
yes, that's correct. That's when we consulted you; 
1 
2 
3 MR. SMITHERS: that's all the questions I have of 




THE COURT: Cross? 
MR. NORWOOD: I have no· questions, Your Honor. 
MR. SMITHERS: I forgot one thing. I can get it 
8 through Mr. Russakoff. But if you permit me to ask, it may 
9 save a little time. 









How about using water from the lake pump? 
There's a pump. 
Tell the Judge about that. 
There's a pump on our property that's operational 
15 and Dr. Stearns showed me how to turn it on and use it. At 
16 that time, the PiPe that goes from the pump to the lake was 
17 not connected, but I had it connected as soon as we moved in 
18 and I have pumped water from the lake to water the gardens 
19 since then. 
20 Q . Now, bY reason of your confrontation with 
21 Mr. Scruggs, and his fence and the no trespassing sign, what's 
22 happened to that pump? 
23 A Nothing happened to the pump. I continued to use 
24 it .. 




--· ------.·----·-- .. ~·· 
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DIANE YORK RUSSAKOFF - DIRECT EXJ\JHNATION UERTON STEAPJ~S, JR.-
DIRECT EXPJ1I~IATION 
24 
1 A I believe he had cut the -- he might hove cut the 
2 line when Dr. Stearns lived there. I don't know that for 
3 sure. 
THE COURT: Ma'am, I don't want your beliefs. 
MR. SMITHERS: That's all I have. 
4 
5 
6 THE COURT: In light of. that, have any questions, 
7 Mr. Norwood? 
8 
9 
10 Stearns, Jr. 
MR. NORWOOD: No. 
MR. SMITHERS: I will next call Dr. Merton 




15 MERTON STEARNS. JR. 
16 was sworn and testified as follows: 
17 DIRECT EXAMINATION 







Good morning, sir. And you are Merton Stearns, 
Yes. 
Referred to as Dr. Stearns? 
Right. 










. ' . . .. ~· .. 
MERTON STEARNS, JR. - DIRECT EXMHNATION 




Q You are formerly a property owner in Canterbury 






Q That document represents the deed that -- or copy 
7 of a deed that memorializes your purchase of the property from 
8 E. Carlton Wilton Incorporated? 
A Right. 9 
10 MR. SMITHERS: I would like that introduced, Your 
11 Honor~ as Plaintiff's next exhibit. 
THE COURT: Plaintiff's 5. 
BY MR. SMITHERS: 
12 
13 
14 Q And that document speaks for itself, Dr. Stearns, 
15 but it appears you bought the property in 1966? 
16 A I closed in February, '66. I moved in 
17 December 13th of '65.· 
18 Q And you lived in that house for a period of time 






And your possession of that property and your 
22 owning of the title was continuous from the time you bought it 












-·----·-·---- ---·~- --~ ----·- _, .... __ .:___ .. , -. 
MEP-TON STEARNS, JR. - DIRECT EXMUNAT!ON 






What was the status of the lake at that point? 
4 A Well~ when I moved in~ Mulliman or however they: 
5 pronounce it~ realtors~ had exclusive rights to sell the! 





Mulliman & Company; does that sound right? 
I dealt with Mr. Wallace and Pollard, executive 
9 vice president. They stood in the living room, which has a 
10 big picture window, with a plat plan, showed me where all the 
11 right of ways are, electric company, sewer PiPe. He said down 
12 in the property you see two dikes. From there to the lake is 
13 called a flood plain. I said you mean I don't own that 
14 property? He said yes, you do. Your property goes into the 
15 lake. From then on I assumed my property went into the lake 
16 and I proceeded to build a dock and retaining wall and 
17 irrigation and everything else. 
18 Q From the time you purchased the property, did you 





Access, yes, sir .. 
At any time during your ownershiP of the 
22 property, did any representative of E. Carlton Wilton 
23 Incorporated make any effort to interfere with your access to 
24 the lake? 







.. .;,._ ... · .. _._,, .. : .. 
27 
?fER TON STEAPJtS, JR. - DIRECT EXM!INATIO~ 
Q Pid you perceiv~ anY of your neighbors having anY 




Back in those days, was there a civic association 
5 out there in Canterbury? 
6 A Yes. A very active. Canterbury Civic 






People used to come by boat and at my dock to 
10 come to the civic meetings, 
11 Q Civic association is defined as a group of people 






And in connection with the meetings of the civic 
15 association, tell me again how would the folks from the other 
16 side of the lake get to your house? 
17 A Everbody came bY boat. But at that time, we had 
18 two associations. We had a East Canterbury, where it started. 
19 Q But the use of boats and access of the water from 









Very common. Very common..-
Wintertime, ice skating as well? 
Yeah, we had -- I fixed up my yard like a pa~k. 
I had hanging lights, park benches. I let kids come down. 
One Sunday I counted 800 people on the lake skating,, ProbablY 
76 
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28 
l1ERTON STEA..~.NS ~ JR. - DIRECT EXt\JHUATION 
1 half of them came from my yard. I had it open nighttime. I 
2 bring in people, let the kids come in for hot chocolate. This 
3 went on for oh, as long as I was there ..... Un:til_they .:-~ .. I.was_.~ 
4 told~! wasn#t_ollowed to use _it anymore/ 
5 Q Now, tell the Court about that. Did there come a 
6 point in time when you did experience efforts by someone to 
7 interfere with your access to the lake? 
8 A Yes. I received a letter we're your new 
9 neighbors. We own the lake end part of your back yard. If 
10 you want to sign a lease, we will allow you to use the yard 
11 and the lake for $250 a year. I had been there between 19 and 
12 20 years when I got the letter. 
13 Q Your present recollection as to where that letter 






Do you have a present recollection as to where 
17 that letter came from? Who sent it to you? 
18 A 







Mr. and Mrs. -- I don't know how they pronounce 
Scruggs sound better? 
Yes. 
And that was the first time since 1965 that you 
23 experienced that effort on the part of anyone to address your 
24 lack of access right to the lake? 
25 A First time.! 
77 
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UERTON STEARNS, JR.. - DIRECT EXM1INATION A..lW CROSS-EXA11INATION 
1 Q And when you sold the property to the Russakoffs, 
2 
3 
you advised them of this problem that you had had? 
A I advised them that. And also of the people 
4 selling my house were called on the telephone and told them 
5 they were forbidden to advertise the house as being lake front 
6 property, But they advertised it anyway, I guess. 
7 Q Is that ~he way you did advertise it? 
8 A That was the way they advertised it: 
9 Q TheY were your agents, weren't they? 




MR. SMITHERS: That's all the questions I have. 
CROSS-EXAMINATION 
14 BY MR. NORWOOD: 
15 Q Good morning, Dr. Stearns. 
16 Dr. Stearns, do you recall when theY had the sale 








When they had the sale of the lake? 
No, I didn't know they hod a sale of the lake; 
21 It was in the paper. It was listed bY a number, not bY c. 
22 name. I had no idea they were selling that~ 
23 Q But you saw that ad with the number? 
24 
25 
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Shortly thereafter you got it? 
Pardon? 
Shortly thereafter you got the letter from the 
Right. 
Dr. Stearns~ you told Judge Tidey that as long as 


















Everybody from the neighborhood and other people 
My friends~ familY. 
For over 20 years? 
Right. 
People had access to the lak~ through your yard? 
I finallY had to stop it eventuallY. But I let 





When did you stop that? 
Oh1 we got a group coming out on the island~ 
20 people got a complaint about them~ having fires and stuff like 
21 that. 
22 Q 





You said you built a dock. When did the dock 
Pardon? 
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-
l1ERTON STEA.llliS, JR. - CROSS-EXAUINATION 
A Well~ I don't know. I Just stopped using· 
--
averything after I got a notice I couldn~t use the lake/ 
. .:"'! ...;........ - -. 






A Never used that. ~ey•r fixed the retainer wallJ 
















Stopped using it completely? 
Pardon? 
Stop using it completely? 
Yes .1 
MR. NORWOOD: That's all I have. 
I had to stop using my garden too. 
THE COURT: Can Dr. Stearns be excused?. You're 
free to leave or remain in the courtroom. 
MR. SMITHERS: Call ·Robert Wilton. 
THE COURT: Take a five minute recess before you 
16 call Mr. Wilton. 
17 <The witness stood aside.) 




MR. SMITHERS~ Call Robert Wilton. 
MR. NORWOOD: Before his testimonY~ Mr. Smithers 
22 and I have agreed that whatever is of record we are going to 
23 introduce. Rather than going through schemes and things. 
24 
25 first? 
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ROBERT WILTON - DIRECT EXAUINATION 
MR. NORWOOD: I'm sorry. 
(The witness was sworn.> 




4 MR. NORWOOD: Some may or may not have to do with 
5 Mr. Wilton. I have no obJection because he's not going to 
6 have any obJection to mine, whatever. is of record, Just 
7 introducing them and handing them to you, and Mr. Wilton 
8 doesn't have to identifY them. He Just wants to show a scheme 
9 of title and that's fine with me. They've got copies 
10 introduced. 
11 MR. SMITHERS: I'll do it as I get there, if it's 







MR. NORWOOD: I thought I was being nice. I'm 
MR. SMITHERS: I appreciate it. 
19 ROBER] WILTON 
20 was sworn and testified as follows: 
21 DIRECT EXAMINATION 







You ere Robert Wilton? 
Yes. 





ROBERT ~l!LTON - DIRECT EXAMINATION 






You are one of the developers of the Canterbury 
·~ .... .. . ""' :. -... 
33 






That's right~ sir. 
,you developed a portion of Canterbury along with· 





That's right. Canterbury East.· 
Which brothers participated with you in the 





E. Carlton~ Sommers M. 
Your development began with the construction of 







That's right, sir. 
And that was about 1963? 
Yeah. We started -- actuallY started in there, 
18 cutting the first road, I believe was 1960. 
19 Q ·And there came a point in time as you developed 
20 your plans for Canterbury that a decision was made to 





That's right, sir. 
Tell His Honor, if you will, without me having to 
24 lead you, how did you go about designing the lake? 
25 A We had the engineers_ go in and they came up with 
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ROBERT WILTON - DIRECT EXM1INATION 
1 a dam to be worked into the road at Pump Road. And whatever 
2 we dammed there would backflow and flood the lots in 
3 Canterbury. And I think the elevation we deeded to in 
4 Canterbury was 136 foot elevation. The bridge itself was a 
5 little over 136. And it backed the water all the way on 
6 through. And created this dam. 
7 Q And the decision to use the 136 foot contour~ 
8 which we hear so much about~ was based upon some engineering 
9 work you had done by LaPrade Brothers, establishing a bench 
10 mark out on Patterson Avenue? 
That's right, sir. 11 
12 
A 
Q Wasn't that bench mark established bY the -- with 
13 the use of what geodetic information was available because of 





How far back was that other bench mark? 
16 
17 
18 MR. NORWOOD: I'm not sure why we're getting into 
19 all this. Mr. Smithers is leading him and I don't care about 
20 that. I thought it's already been agreed that there's no 
21 claim of ownershiP of the land to the lake. It's Just a 
22 question of whether these people have an easement to use the 
23 lake or not. I don't want to keep Jumping up. 
MR. SMITHERS: My foundation is, I think it's 24 
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THE COURT: Is he going to know that? 
MR. SMITHERS: Yes, he is. 
THE COURT: All right. 
6 MR. SMITHERS:· I vouch that he will. 
7 BY MR. SMITHERS: 
8 Q Just to cure that point, Richmond Reel Estate 
35 
9 Developers Incorporated is the outfit that actuallY owned the 














Were YOU a stockholder 
Yeah . 
The other stockholders 
And Sommers~ uh-huh. 
In connection with the 
in that? 
was Carlton and --
development of the lake~ 
17 you and your two brothers controlled the company that actuallY 
18 owned the land that ended up· being the lake?. 
19 A That's right. I think I had 20 acres and they 
20 had 9~ something like that. Whatever it was. 
21 Q As it relates to your acreage around that lake~ 








And you conveyed to that contour? 
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ROBERT WILTON - DIRECT EY~1INATION 
1 
2 
Q Is it true that subsequent to that contour being 
established, that some information came to everyone's 





6 and Pump? 
7 A 
Yeah. 
-- in the bench mark that was used at Patterson 
When we were bringing water down into Canterbury 
8 EastJ we found out there was a two foot difference, almost a 
9 two foot difference when we got to the water line. We brought 
10 part of the water line in from Patterson from Waltham Drive 
11 and the other part came in from Gayton Road and there was a 







That caused the need to readJust 
ReadJust. 
-- the elevations consistent with more reliable 







Okay. Now, are you familiar with the fact 
well, let me start this way. Your development and 
20 sale of the properties along Pump Road preceded the 









That's right, sir. 
-- bY a couple of years? 
Yeah, uh-huh. 
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RO~ERT WILTON - DIRECT EXAHINATIO~ 
1 along, do you know that there was a decision made bY 
2 MR. NORWOOD: Can I Just have a continuing 
3 obJection and not have to do these --
4 THE COURT: I think this is getting to the point 
5 you went in anyway. 
6 MR. NORWOOD: That's true. 
7 THE COURT: But anyway, any obJection that you 
8 want is in, as far as I'm concerned. 
9 BY MR. SMITHERS: 
10 Q Came a point when the approach to conveying lots 
11 all the way to the shoreline changed and that conveyances in 
12 East Canterbury were not to a contour? 
13 A TheY went to a 140 foot elevation instead of a 
14 136 foot elevation. 
15 Q Let me ask you this. You're familiar with the 
16 fact that 
17 A Can I throw something in there? When they zoned 
18 a piece of property of mine on Patterson Avenue, the Standard 
19 Drug Company that~s up there right now had flooded out, end 
20 Henrico County came up with the idea that you hod to have a 
21 flood plain in there. That was 140 foot elevation. 
22 Q And you also had some property zoned for Virginia 











ROBERT WILTON - DIRECT EXA:UINATION 
That's right. 1 
2 
A 
Q And a fellow by the name of Bill Childress bought 




Q Was it necessary to deal with flood plain levels 










140 feet elevation. 
Is that where this 140 feet concept started to 
That's right~ sir. 
So you knew that the properties in Canterbury 
12 East along the lake Richmond Real Estate Development 
13 Incorporated was not conveying property all the way to a 
14 contour? There was a striP~ if you will~ left --
15 A Yeah. 
16 Q -- between the lot lines and the water? 
17 A That's right. 
18 Q . You knew about that?. 
19 A Yeah. 
20 Q What's the reasoning? Are there other reasons 
21 other than this flood plain?: 
22 A There was ssme sewer lines and water lines had to 
23 go through there, _and I think the sewer line originallY down 
24 by Jack Hanky's house~ close up to Gayton Road is closer to 
25 the water's edge than any of them. Come through Lorton 
87 
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ROBERT WILTON - DIRECT EXM1INATION 















Went through Stearns lot too? 
Went through the back of Stearns lot. 
You're talking about Dr. Stearns? 
Yeah. 
Did you see him a littl~ while ago? 
Yeah, I Just sew him. 
I am going to show you a plat and ask if this 
9 represents a portion of the plat related to Canterbury East, 
10 whether you can look at it and identifY the Stearns lot and 





A I don't know which one is Stearns. I don't know 
which one is Hanky's. 
Q Do you see any markings on there that might 
15 refresh your memory? R for Russakoff? 
See a H. 
H for Haddock? 








Q The sewer line that you're talking about, can you 
20 identifY that on the plat? 
21 A Yeah. Comes down 120 feet off of the rear line, 
22 I believe. And comes over and then cuts down through -- it 
23 drops off of Cedar Bluff Drive and comes down and it was a 
24 
25 





ROBERT WILTON - DIRECT EXAHINAT!ON 
Q MY question is there were several factors 
involved in the conclusion being drawn to retain some land 





Yeah, that's right. 
And the deeds that were signed bY Richmond Real 
6 Estate Development to the various property owners in East 





That's right. 140 feet elevation. 
And tell me what your intention was, as one of 
40 
10 the developers of the subdivision and the lake, the fact that 
11 you retained a strip? Did you intend to deny the property 




A I think we wanted them to have the same access. 
15 I know Jack Hanky come to us and asked us could he get across 
16 it and Carlton had to tell him yeah. Wasn't me. It was 
17 Carlton that was doing the speaking there. My son had that 
18 lot up in the corner and he had access to the lake. 
19 Q Was your intention to have all the property 





That's right .. 
From time that Richmond Real Estate sold these 















ROBERT WILTON - DIRECT EXAHINATION 
Q When you sold the lots, you sold with the 
representation that the lake was av~ilable? 
MR. NORWOOD: Your Honor, --
THE COURT: That's leading. 
MR. SMITHERS: Pardon? 
THE COURT: That is very leading. 
7 BY MR. SMITHERS: 
8 Q Was the Canterbury East property lot sold with 
9 the lake being represented as an appurtenance, if you know 
10 what that term means? 
41 
11 A Yeah. I think it was the intention of all three 
12 of us that these lots would hove access to the lakes -- to the 
13 lake. I know up around the far corner where my son was at, 
14 there was a discussion then as to whether we should have 













But he was deemed to have access? 
Yeah, uh-huh. 
As well as Stearns, for example? 
As well as any of them. 
And all-others along that portion of the 
As far as I know~ all of them had access to it. 
23 It's Just a little striP in there. 
24 
25 
MR. SMITHERS: I will have introduced then a 
series of deeds from Richmond Real Estate Incorporated. 
90 
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THE COURT: Are you going to introduce that plat 
or not? 
MR. SMITHERS: YesJ I would like to have the 
4 plat. 
5 MR. NORWOOD: I have no obJection~ Judge, 
6 MR. SMITHERS: I don't want you to argue I didn't 
7 set up the chain right. 
8 MR. NORWOOD: I've already stipulated you can 
9 introduce them all. I already stipulated to them all. I'm 
10 not going to argue you didn't set up the chain. 
11 MR. SMITHERS: Now~ based on counsel's comments~ 
12 we would like to submit as Plaintiff's next exhibit a group of 
13 deeds which we vouch represent the chain of title from 
14 Richmond Real Estate -- Richmond Real Estate Development 
15 Incorporated into the chain of what ends up as being these 
16 folks' lots. With that~ I have no further questions of 
17 Mr. Wilton. 
18 
19 
THE COURT: Cross? 
20 CROSS-EXAMINATION 








Good morning~ Mr. Wilton. 
Mr. Wilton, did you have a hand in building the 
Yeah, uh-huh. 
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ROBERT t-1ILTON - CROSS-EXMUNATION 
What was your part? 1 
2 
Q 
A I owned the land that the dam was built on and we 
3 built a dam and then flooded the water in. Cleared around the 
4 outer edges. 
5 Q ~And you, in turn, had a part in, as you said, in; ~······· 





Thatls right .. 
When you subdivided and presented it to the 
9 County subdivided into lots? 
That's right. 10 
11 
A 
Q At that point in time every lot started getting a 











Yes. When it went to record. 
That would have been back in what, '65~ '66? 
Somewhere along in there. 
And got a separate tax bill for the lake? 
Yeah~ I'm sure the lake was separate. Mine was 
18 and I'm sure that this one was too. 
19 Q Would you disagree that you stopped paying taxes 
20 on the lake? 
21 A That's right. Not at that particular time. We 
22 carried it six or seven years before we did stop that, paying 
23 taxes, We carried the tax bill and we also carried the 
24 insurance on the lake . 
25 Q Do you know exactlY when? 
92 






ROBERT WILTON - CROSS-EXAMINATION 
A 
Q 
No. I carried it with Stuart Cottrell. 
When you soy you carried it from the time you 





From the time we built the lake we --
I guess what I~m saying is would '66~ '67 be 
6 approximately when y'all stopped paying tax? You started 





. I'd SOY '67. Maybe '68. 
And you stopped insurance~ stopped doing 
10 anything? 
11 A Yeah~ uh-huh. And I tell you when you can find 
12 out exactly, I deeded to Dick Moncure a striP of ground that 
13 paralleled or continuation of his lot lines that went right 
14 down into the center line on that creek~ and right after that 
15 was when we stopped paying tax and insurance. We tried to 















And nobody would take it? 
Nobody wanted it except Dick Moncure. 
Nobody wanted to do anything with it~ did they? 
(Witness shaking head.>·· 
Didn't want any part of it? 
MR. SMITHERS: ObJection. Speculative. 
THE COURT: I'll allow him to answer it. 
A TheY wonted me to have the burden or somebody to 
have the burden.: 
93 
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ROBERT WILTON - CROSS-EXAMINATION 
MR. NORWOOD: That's all I have. 
THE COURT: All right. Thank you, Mr. Wilton. 
3 May Mr. Wilton be excused? 
4 
5 
MR. SMITHERS: Yes. 
THE COURT: You are free to leave or remain in 
6 the courtroom. 
7 (The witness stood aside.) 
45 
8 







16 recess or 
17 
THE COURT: All right. Any evidence for the 
MR. NORWOOD: May I call Mr. Gilmore now? 
THE COURT: CertainlY. 
MR. NORWOOD: Do you want me to take a brief 
THE COURT: I think we better take a brief recess 
18 and make sure you can contact him. 
19 (Off the record.) 
20 MR. BODIE: If Your Honor please, we have one 





THE COURT: All right. 
MR. NORWOOD: Obviously I have no obJection. 
THE COURT: All right. 
MR. NORWOOD: Call Mr. Gilmore, Your Honor. 
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JM1ES S. GIU10RE, III - DIRECT EXAMINATION 
1 JAMES S, GILMORE. III 
2 was sworn and testified as follows: 
3 DIRECT EXAMINATION 
4 BY MR. NORWOOD: 
5 Q 





Mr. Gilmore, for the record, please state your 
James S. Gilmore, III. 
And you are now the Commonwealth's Attorney for 





Yes, I am. 
Was there a time when you were the escheator to 








15 A I was appointed on June 21, 1979. I took office 
16 and was sworn in in 1980. And proceeded with my duties at 
17 least through the sale on September, 1983. 
18 Q Mr. Gilmore, did you, as escheator, toke steps to 
19 ascertain if there were certain properties within the County 






And were two of these properties the two 





I believe that to be the case, yes, sir. 
You received your information, the initial 
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JAMES S. GILMORE, III - DIRECT EXAMINATION 
information~ is that correct, from the tax records? 1 
2 A Yes, sir. From the records in the Clerk's Office 
3 here in Henrico County, primarilY the delinquent tax records. 
4 Q I know I'm leading, but you basicallY went back, 
5 anything that's at least ten years delinquent you brought it 
6 forth for inquest; is that correct? . 
7 A Yes, sir. The instructions I had from training I 
8 received was to inquire as to property on which taxes had not 









At least that many? 
At least ten continuous years or more. 












A Yes, sir. I don't believe any of them were that 
long, but it could have been. 
Q As escheator, did you hold an inquest? 
A I did. 
Q Did you advertise you were holding on inquest for 
these parcels? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q When did you have the inquest? 
A The date of the inquest~ June 21.. 1982 .. 













Yes, sir, that's correct. 
Presided over bY you as eschector? 
That's correct. 
You had citizens of Henrico County that sat and 
5 made determinations that those properties had, in feet, at 






Did anybody come forward and claim any interest 
9 at all in the two parcels? 
48 
10 A To the best of my knowledge, there was no inquiry 
11 regarding these two parcels. If there had been, they would 





Is that your policy? 
If there was any inquiry whatsoever about a 
15 property, you struck them .from the sale. 
16 Q After the inquest you proceeded to advise the 
17 treasurer of the proceedings and the Jury verdict; is that 
18 correct? 
Yes, sir. 19 
20 
A 
Q .Did the treasurer then, in fact, advertise on at 
21 least four occasions that an inquest had been made? 
22 A I believe that to be the case, yes, siri 
23 Pursuant to the statute. 
24 
25 else? 
Q And how much time went bY before you did anything 
97 
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J~.!1ES S. GILMORE, III - DIRECT EXAUINATION 
1 
2 
A A year has to pas~ from the date of inquest until 
one con proceed t~ sale., The sole notice was published, and I~ 
3 would hove to look at the date.! The sale took place on~ 
4 September 16, 1983 .J ,.There was a notice of sale published also-· 
5 shortly before ~hot timei I have a zerox copy here of the 
6 notice of sale which appears to hove. appeared in the Richmond 









That was a large ad showing these parcels? 
Yes~ sir. Very large ad. 
Did~ in fact, anybody come forward at that time? 
On these two parcels~ no, sir. It is -- I no 









Did you have on auction yourself? 
Yes, sir. 
And you instructed the auctioneer to send notice 
17 to adJacent lend owners or give him permission to do that? 
18 A That is correct. It's my information~ asked him 
19 to --engaged him on the representation that he would do that.~ 







24 that correct? 
25 A 
Was the sale well attended? 
Yes~ sir. 
It was held actuallY out here by the fountain; is 
That's correct. I believe here at the courthouse 
98 
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JAUES S. GIU10B.E, III - DIRECT EXM1INATION 
1 complex. 
2 Q When I say well attended~ there were hundreds of 





I don't think I want to estimate. 
Then you proceeded to sell the property at the 






Then there came a time when you had to advise 
9 that the sale had taken place in order to receive the deeds 
10 signed by the Governor to the various persons who were the 
11 highest bidders? 
Yes, sir. 12 
13 
A 
Q There came a time after the sale in '83 -- at the 
14 sale in 1983, those two parcels were purchased by Mr. Scruggsl 
15 is that correct? 
I believe that to be true, yes, sir. 16 
17 
A 
Q But the deeds themselves were not received bY you 
18 to distribute to him until '84; is that correct? 
19 
20 well 
A I don't have a note on that. That could very 
I would expect that to be correct since the sale 
21 didn't take place until September 16, 1983. But I don't have 
22 the date in front of me. 
Q Has anybodY ever come forward on these two 23 
24 
25 
parcels prior to that time, Prior to him getting his deed, as 








JA...~S S. GILMORE, III - DIRECT EXAHINATIO!~ A!ID CROSS-EXAHINATION 
A No~ sir. I think there was some concern 
expressed in the neighborhood~ but nobody came forward and 
represented they were a holder of the property of any way or 
4 anyone. 
5 MR. NORWOOD: Answer Mr. Smithers' and 
6 Mr. Bodie's questions. 
7 
8 CROSS-EXAMINATION 
9 BY MR. SMITHERS; 
10 Q Mr. Gilmore~ in connection with the sale and 
51 
11 notice that you may or may not have given~ you testified as to 
some advertisement in a newspaper? 
A Yes, sir. 
12 
13 
14 Q What do your records reflect or what recollection 
15 do you have with respect to actual notice to property owners 
16 owning land around the Canterbury lake? 
17 A My notes don't reflect any notification given to 
18 the property owners around the Canterbury lake. 'It is 
19 possible that that may have been given by the auctioneer~ but 
20 he did not specifY to me who was mailed to ·and who was not.' 
21 He merely explained to me in general terms.: 
22 Q I'm Just asking you in your capacity as escheator 




A Yes~ sir. 
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JAMES s. G~LMOP~~ III - CROSS-EXM1INATION 
Q You believed you followed the statutory 
requirements with respect to the sole? 
A Yes~ sir. 
Q In connection with your belief that you did act 
52 
5 pursuant to the statute, what notice did you give to owners of 
6 real estate· or lots surrounding the Canterbury lake? 
7 A The auctioneer that I engaged represented to me 
8 that he would do that by way of~ if anything~ advertising for 
9 the sole and trying to build up interest in the sale. On that 
10 basis he was engaged.: I believe he indicated to me that he 
11 did do that. But as far as my records, as to what specific 
12 individuals were notified~ I hove none. 
13 Q Each of these individuals has testified they did 
14 not receive notice. Do you have any information in your file 
15 to indicate to the contrary bY reason of your delegation of 
16 instructions to this auctioneer? 
17 A No. The only information I would have to the 
18 contrary was what was communicated to me by the auctioneer~ 
19 but I hove nothing to say that he~ in fact, did write to these· 






MR. SMITHERS: That's all the questions I've got. 






JAMES S. GILMOFE, III - REDIRECT E~~1INATION 
REDIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MR. NORWOOD: 
Q Your interest was to get as much money as 
possible for it; is that correct? 















might buy these lakes? 
A Yes~ sir. 
MR. SMITHERS: Objection. That's irrelevant. 
The question is complying with the statute. 
THE COURT: I'll allow the question. 
BY MR. NORWOOD: 
Q Is that right? 
14 A Yes~ sir. 
15 Q The auctioneer was also getting a percentage of 
16 whatever it brought? 
17 A Yes, sir, he did. 
18 Q So he was attempting to get as much as possible 
19 for it? 
20 A Yes~ sir. The obJect of escheat was to return 





property for the money that would go bock into the coffers of 
the Commonwealth. 
MR. NORWOOD: I have no further questions . 
MR. SMITHERS: No questions. 
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KEP~Y IKES SCRUGGS - DIRECT EXMtiNATION 
THE COURT: Than I< you, ·Mr. Gilmore. 






THE COURT: Who is going to be your next witness? 
MR. NORWOOD: Mr. Scruggs. 
THE COURT: How long do you anticipate that might 
6 take? I hove one matter in my Chambers I need to handle. I 
7 need to handle that first. 
8 (The witness stood aside.> 




13 KERRY IKES SCRUGGS 
14 was sworn and testified as follows: 
15 DIRECT EXAMINATION 
16 BY MR. NORWOOD: 
17 Q Mr. Scruggs, would you tell Judge Tidey your full 















Kerry Ikes Scruggs. 
And Mr. Scruggs, how old are you? 
Forty-six. 
And what is your occupation? 
I worl< for United Parcel Service. 
What do you do for them? 
Driver. 
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How long have you worked for them? 
Twenty years. 
Hhere do you live? 
I live at 1602 Hollandale Road. 
Is that here in Henrico? 
Henrico County, yeah. 
What part of Henrico is it in? 
It's about a mile from this property over at 
Did there come a time when you went to an escheat 








How did you happen to go? 
My wife saw the ad in the Richmond Times Dispatch 
15 and she presented it to me. And so we did some investigation 







Were there a lot of people at the sale? 
Yeah, a good number of people. 
Do you know when that sale was? Would you 
20 disagree it was in 1983 as Mr. Gilmore said? 
21 A I believe that sale was on September 16th of 
22 1983. 
23 Q And were you the successful bidder for the lake 
24 property? 





KERRY IKES SCRUGGS - DIRECT EXAHINATION 
1 sale. 
1Were there other people bidding?,.-
~~ ... 






Q And you purchased both parts of the lake; is that 
5 right? 
6 A Right. I purchased the. part that belonged to 
7 Buddy Holmes Incorporated earlY that morning, And then later 
8 on in the day when the second parcel came up that belonged to 
9 Richmond Development Corporation~ I was the highest bidder on 
10 it also. 
11 Q So the sale took some time~ took all day to sell 
12 the lots; is that right? 
13 A Yeah. Took a good while because of the number of 
14 parcels that were sold. 
15 Q And you received a deed to the two parcels in 
16 1984; is that correct? 
Yeah~ I believe it was in May of 1984. 17 
18 
A 
Q When you purchased the propertY~ what did you do 
19 to the property? Did you do anything to it at first? 
20 A First we posted it and I put a sign up front says 
21 under -- closed for renovation, is what we put. 
22 Q 





When you say closed for renovation~ what does 
What we did~ we had plans and was taking action 
it was in bad need of repair and hadn't had 
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KERRY IKES SCRUGGS - DIRECT E~~INATION 
1 anything done to it for years. People had used it and abused 
it. You had erosion at the dam. You had beer bottles and I 2 
3 glass and stuff that was that needed to be cleaned up. And 







Is that at the dam you 4 re talking about? 
At the dam, right. 
What did you have to. do? Did you have to do 
8 anything specificallY? 
9 A It had washed out right beside the concrete 
10 spillway, so·we bought riprap rock and some dirt and also had 
11 a man come in with a backhoe and do some work too, so the 
correct so the dam would be in good shape as far as any 
further erosion. 
Did you have to pay any money to do that? 








Q Did you do anything else for the property? Did 
17 you get insurance for the lake? 
18 A Right. We got insurance for the lake which --
19 yeah, we got insurance. 
Did you pay the taxes on the lake? 
I sure did. 
I'm calling the lake both parcels. 
Yeah, right. 












A We had, it was almost an acre island there at the 
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KERRY IKES SCRUGGS - DIRECT EX..i\MINATIO!~ 
1 back and plans back there, we was going to put a Pier and 
2 clean it off. It was overgrown with brush and briars and some 
3 of it was as tall as six foot or more. And we spent 
4 considerable time back there. When I say we, my wife and I 
5 did the work. 
6 Q There's been talk about- the water back in the 
7 back where this part is. I am going to show you a picture and 






And that's the lake area showing-- looking 





Right. One of them, yeah. 
And does that show that there's been -- silt has 
14 come in there and --
15 A Yeah. That whole area back there is in bad need 
16 of dredging out. It's only -- that silt comes in there and 
17 settles down and it's very shallow. It's only about a foot 
18 deep, The water is onlY about a foot deep, from a foot to 18 
19 inches deep, from that island on back to where the lake stops, 
20 Q And they talk about a sand bar. Is that part of 





Yeah. What it is -- right, sand bar. 
That area back in there is basicallY a marsh 
24 area; is that the best way to describe it? 
25 A Right. 
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Q 
A 
And it's still that way now; is that correct? 
That's correct. 
MR. NORWOOD: I introduce that now as 
4 Defendant's 1 or A. 
5 THE COURT: 1. 
6 BY MR. NORWOOD: 
7 Q The plaintiffs have testified about there being 
59 
8 at one time piers and other moorings or things along the backs 
9 of the lots. Are any of those things still there now? 
10 A No. It was only fragments of what might have 
11 been at one time. 
12 Q And is it~ in fact~ overgrown in that area, 
13 between their lot lines and the water's edge? 
14 A One of them, the plaintiffs -- two of them. Two 
15 of the plaintiffs has -- is grown up behind their property, 
16 right. 

















No. The third lot is pretty clear. 
The Russal<off's? 
Yeah. 
But there it's not clear all the way to the lake? 
Right. Not at the edge it's not. 












Q Did you put picnic tables for your use and things 
like that? 
A We put in a pier and a park bench and cleared the 
4 island off and seeded it in grass. 
5 Q Right after you purchased the propertY~ did you 






Yeah. What we did --
Let me ask you this. When did you send the 
10 A I believe they got the letter in -- it was in '84 
11 anyway. I think it was in October of '84. 











Right. In that letter. 
Did anybody come forward and do that? 
No one came forward. 
You stated that right after you had purchased the 
18 property you posted signs. Did you post them all the way 
19 around the lake? 
20 A No. At first we posted -- well~ first we put up 
21 Just one sign there at the front, and as we added the fence we 
22 put up three signs. And then we checked with Henrico County 
23 and an officer came out and indicated that we needed more 
24 
25 
signs. To be properly posted . 
Q Do you· know when this was? 
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That was in '84 too. 
Did you post around the lake in '84? 
Right, uh-huh. 
When I say around the lake, you didn't post on 
5 every lot, but you posted within --
6 A Posted within visibility of anyone coming or 
7 trying to come on the property. 
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8 Q Mr. Scruggs, how much have you spent on the lake 
9 to date? Not counting what you paid for it, but the 




MR. SMITHERS: ObJection. Relevancy. 
THE COURT; I'll allow it. 
Go ahead? 






We have paid $2,126 in taxes, and insurance we 
17 paid $1,158. And materials to fix the fence, $357. And rope, 
18 $189.62. And we got repairs to the dam, backhoe work, $75. 
19 Dirt for lake dam, $80. And rocks for the dam, and goes on 
20 and on. And it totals up to a grand total of what we spent, 
21 not counting the purchase price, to get this property in the 
22 shape that we wanted it is $8,231.53 .. 
23 Q And that's with you doing most of the work 
24 yourself; is that correct? 





























KERP..~ _IKES SCRUGGS - DIRECT EXA~INATION AND CROSS-EXMIINATION 
and does not include any labor except for the guy with the 
backhoe. He could have charged -- wellJ he charged $75. 
62 
Q Until these people filed suit last year, did any 
of these three people come to you and say_that they were 
claiming an interest in the lake? 
A No, sir. 
MR. NORWOOD: I have no further questions. 
THE COURT: Cross? 
CROSS-EXAMINATION 
BY MR. SMITHERS: 
Q Mr. Scruggs, the time that you went through the 
escheat sale process, you're not saying that there had been --
people were not claiming an interest in this lake that lived 
out there, are you? Is that what you are trying to tell this 
Judge? 
A I reallY don't understand where you're coming 
from. 
Q You're talking about the weeds grown up and 
people not paying attention, I guess to suggest-abandonment or 
something like that? 
A Yeah, right. It appeared that no one reallY· 
cared about the lake. 
Q Now, isn't it true that numerous property owners 






KERRY IKES SCRUGGS - :CRQSS-E~~INATION 








4 MR. NORWOOD: Judge~ I think.he needs to specifY 
5 if he's talking about the plaintiffs in this case or perhaps 
6 Plaintiffs in another case. 
7 MR. SMITHERS: I'll get to that. Let me ask my 
8 questions. 
9 THE COURT: I think that the question is all 
10 right. 
11 BY MR. SMITHERS: 
Q As a matter of fact~ what you would do, as it 12 
13 relates to these folks around the lake, you'd get in a little 
14 canoe and throw their pump out of the water into the yard, 









No, that's untrue. 
You didn't do that? 
I did not, no, do that. 
How did you disconnect the pump and deny them 
20 access to the water bY not letting them use their pump? If 
21 you didn't throw it out of the water, how did you do it? 
22 A The only access we have is up front was the 





What 200-some feet? 
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Q That's not what you claimed~ is it? You claimed 






And you went around put~ing benches~ like 











We had a survey --
Yes or no? Just answer my question. 
It's no~ because it was our property. 
It was your property? 
It was -- the way it was recorded at the 
13 courthouse it was our property, 
14 Q The Court didn't agree with that position~ did 
15 it? 
The Court did not agree with that position. 16 
17 
A 
Q And the Court ruled that these people owned right 




Q So each of these people had pumps that they were 
21 using to get water out of the lake and you barred them from 
22 that for a period of time. How did you do that? You say you 
23 didn't throw the pump out of the water. What did you do? 
24 A We had -- we spent the money to fix this up for 
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Q Answer my Question. 
THE COURT: Just let him give an answer, 
65 
3 Mr. Smithers. I can understand if he answers your question or 
4 not. 
5 A We fixed this place up for the neighborhood. Was 
6 in bad need of repair. Appeared like nobody had any interest, 
7 in it at all~ Didn't want -- they did not want the burden of 
8 liabilitY and responsibility. 
9 THE COURT: Don't tell me what you didn't want to 
10 do. Just tell me what you observed and what you did. 
11 A We relied only on the records at the courthouse 
12 as recorded. This is up front. And we had the surveyor to 
13 come out and according to the record at the courthouse, we 
14 never claimed anything that wasn't put to record by a 
15 certified surveyor. 
16 THE COURT: The Question is what did you do at 
17 the Eliascc property? 
18 A The Eliasac property, we offered the lease 
19 application. They chose not to accept it. Which was up to 
20 them. And so, he -- Eliasac then came and put his pump down 
21 there and I Just simPlY removed the pump and put it beside the 
22 posted sign that was according to the line that was recorded 
23 at the courthouse at that time ... And the one that we were 
24 paying taxes on then and the one that we ore still paying 
25 taxes on now. 
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So you did move Eliasac's pump? We got that 
Okay. 
And you also had similar problems with other 
6 property owners, including Mr. Bickerstaff, correct? 
7 A All in all, I've had very little problems, if you 
8 take it on the whole percentage. 













Q In fact, you had a couple instances where you had 
14 a criminal warrant issued. You claimed he was trespassing on 









That's not true. 
That's not true? 
That's not true. 
When you come around to the portion of this lake 
20 that these folks own, you built a fence on the Russakoff 
21 property? 
22 A No, sir. I built a fence on my property. It had 
23 a current survey and the surveyor's rods were still in tact 
24 where they appeared to have been when they was put there 
25 whenever they was -- original survey was mode. 
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But you did build a fence? 1 
2 
Q 
A I built a fence after my posted signs that I put 
3 up got tore down and a fence was put up. 
4 Q l~nd your purpose in doing that was to deny these~ 










No~ my purpose --
Just answer yes or no. And then you can explain. 
Yes . .' 
All right. Now, you knew all along that the 
11 people around there, including these folks, claimed the right 
12 to hove access to the water, did you not? From the very first 











It is not true. 
Now, when you bought the property, did you have a 
18 lawyer representing you in connection with the acquisition of 
19 the property? Yes or no? 
20 A I was the highest bidder. If that's what you 
21 want. 
22 Q When you finallY went to settlement to get the 
23 deed and get the things recorded at the courthouse, did you go 
24 get some title insurance to have your title insured? 
25 A I did not get any title insurance. 
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Q Well, I don't think you're telling the truth. 1 
2 Because I've got from your records and you produced for us a 






7 deny it then. 
8 
I do not own a title policy. 
Well, I am going to hand you this and make you 
MR. NORWOOD: This whole line of questioning as 
9 to whether there's title insurance or not has nothing to do 
10 with whatever rights he may have to the.lake and whatever 
11 rights they may have. 
THE COURT: I understand that. 
68 
12 
13 MR. NORWOOD: So I would obJect to the whole line 
14 of questioning. 
THE COURT: You know? 
A Could I say one thing? 




18 A We applied. But we did not get title insurance. 
19 If that answers your question. : 
20 BY MR. SMITHERS: 
21 Q Can you look at that document and tell the Court 




A It's called Owners PolicY. But it's not mine. 
Q And do you recall having Henry Conner as your 
lawyer in the previous case? 
•.• '·•· • .o!--·- ' • -. ·- .. :·-''";-•- .... -·-·----.... . - -· ... ~· •• ··--











You recall him being asked to produce documents 








I don't recall it~ no. But he may have. 
You're saying that this did not come from your 
This -- I cannot answer whether it came from my 
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8 file or not~ because I don't have control of the file. But I 
9 do know that we did not purchase title insurance~ which I do 
10 know. 
11 Q Let me have it back. Let me go back again to 
12 the point. Did you have a lawyer look at the records at the 











No lawyers, no. 
Who did that work? 
MY Hi fe and I did. . 
MR. SMITHERS: That's all the questions I've got. 
THE COURT: Redirect? 
21 REDIRECT EXAMINATION 




Q There's been mention about posting a Sign on 
Mr. Russakoff's propertY and a fence. I am going to show you 




















-- showing back in there? 
Right. 
There's two young boys back there in the back. 




9 that picture. 
That's approximatelY~ yeah. 
MR. NORWOOD: Judge, I would like to introduce 
10 I have no further questions} Your Honor. 
11 THE COURT: All right. Mr. Scruggs} you con hove 





(The witness stood aside.) 
THE COURT: Who will be your next witness? 




THE COURT: Any rebuttal evidence~ Mr. Smithers? 
MR. SMITHERS: No, sir. 
20 THE COURT: I would be glad to hear argument from 
21 you, if you would like. But I will tell you that before I 




MR. SMITHERS: I think I prefer to Just do it 
that way, Unless you feel a need for any further information 
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THt.:- £'1F.ED, m:u1f! thl~ 11th "i:'IV t')f F"~t-r·•1:1ry 11~7, bv rtnrl 
'bf!tw!'en MERTON ~TF.ARttS ~nc1 t1At~F.THA r. STF.AANS, hu~b:tnt1 :tnd wt ff!, 
Grantor~, ~nd RTCHARO L~F. RUS~~KOFF ~nt1 DIANE P. YORK, Gr~nte!'~; 
W I T N E S 5 E T H : 
Grnn tor·~ do her..- by ,:"r:'l n t anrl '='"'" V" y w l'" h ~Fr1Ff1 A I. WA RR .1\fl T Y , rd 
with F:r.;;llsh Covenants of Tltle untr.> the Gr;"'n~ee~. n~ )r.dnt 
tenants with th~ r~~ht of survivorship :ts at com~on l1w, the 
following ~escribed real ~st~te, to-wtt; 
ALL that certain lot, piece or parcel of lan1, 
with all lmpr~vements thereon and appuftnnces 
th~reto belnnging, lying and being in Henriro 
County, Virginia, and designated as Lot 14, 
Block C, Canterbury East, Section C, as shown 
on a plat of survey preparet1 by J.K. Timmons, 
Civil En~ineer, dated April 6, 1965, and 
r~corded in the Clerk's Office of the Circuit 
Court of Henrico County, Virginia, in Plat 
book 36, p~ge 2, reference to ~hich plat is 
hereby made for a more particular description 
of ~aid lot, all as more particularly shown r.>n 
p 1 at of Ch a !1 • H . F 1 e e t .\ Ass o c • , dated J ~ n u a r y 
7, 19~6, attachP.d hereto and recorded herP.with. 
BEING the same real property convP.yed to Merton 
Stearns and Maneth3 P. Stearns, husband and wife, 
a:~ temtnt:~ by the entirety with thi!! right of 
survivor:~hip as at common common law, from E. 
Carlton Wilton, Incorporated, a Virginia 
corporAtion, by deed dated January 26, 1966, 
recorded February 21, 1966 in Oeed Bock 121)0, 
page 114 in the aforesaid Clerk's Office. 
Thi3 conveyan~e is mac1e subject, however, to ~11 e~sement:~, 
conditions, re~trlctlons and reservations ~r rP.ccrd ~~ they may 
l~wfully apply to the propPrty hP.rehy conv~y~d. 
BOOK 2ll5 ·i ,·AG!. 2118 
WITNESS the following si~natures and seals: 
(SEAL) 
STAT£ QF VIRGINIA 
COUNTY OF HENRTCO, to~wit: 
The fore~o In~ ln!lltrurnent wa~cknowled~~:ed ~e fore me in my 
Jur·lsdletton aforesaid this .£ dtty ,r -~~U:::..:...::;;;.:~,:=>t.;..::;-;.~a,....,..~:.-___ _ 
1987, by Merton Stearns 8n~ H~netha P. St~~rns. 
~ eo~mt~slon expire~= /)1~~~ lfftJ 
A Copy Teste: 
l-1argaret B. Baker, Clerk 
~'4~f"~ 
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nH~ DEED. m:sde th1~ 11th ti:tv of r~~r·•1:try q~1.· bv :tnd 
betw~en HEATON ~TF.ARt~S ~nd t1ANF.T11A r. STF.ARNS, hu!tb:tnri :snd wt fe, 
Grantors, ~nd RTCHARO LF.F. RUS~AKOFF ~n~ DIAN& P. Y~RK, Cr~nt~~s; 
W I T N E S S E T H : 
Thnt for a!'ld In c,n:Jl-i~r:-tti"n (\( th~ ~um or TF.tl rctLAR~ 
Gr:'lntor·:os dn herPhy ~r:1nt anrt ~':"'n'.f"Y wt th '":rr:f:flAI. WARRANTY 1n-l 
wtth F.n~llsh C~venants or Title unto th~ Cr~n~ees, :-t~ ~,1nt 
ten~nts with th~ ri~ht ~r survivor3h1p &lS at com~on l~w. the 
following ~escr1bed real ~st~te, to-wlt; 
ALL that cert~in lot, piece or parcel of lan1, 
with all lmpr~vement~ thereon and appurt~nces 
thereto belnnglng, lying and being in Henri~o 
County, Virginia, and designated as Lot tU, 
Block C, Canterbury East, Section C, as shown 
on ~ plat "r survey prepare~ by J.K. Timmons, 
Civil En~tne~r, dated April 6, 1965, and 
r~corded in the Clerk'3 Office of the Circuit 
Court of' flenrlco County, Virglnill, in Plat 
book 36, p~ge 2, reference to ~hich rlat is 
hereby made for a more particular description 
or ~aid lot, all a:J more particularly shown on 
p 1 a t o r Ch a :s . H . F 1 e e t A Ass o c • , d a ted J ::1 n u a r y 
7, 1966, attach~d hereto and recorded her~with. 
BEING the same real property conv-.yed to Merton 
Stearns and Maneth::~ P. Stearns, husband and wif'e, 
as tenftnts by the entirety with th~ right or 
survivorship as at common common law, from E. 
Carlton Wilton, Incorporate~, a Virginia 
~or~orfttlon, by deed dated J3nuary 26, 1966, 
recorded Febru~ ry 21 , 1966 in Deed Bock 12'i0, 
page 114 in the aforesaid Clerk's orrtce. 
This conveyan~e is madf! subject, howev~r·, to ~11 e"sements, 
conditions, restrictions and reserv~tlons ~r r-.c~rd A~ they may 
l~wfully ~p~ly to the ~rcp~rty h~rehy conv~yPd. 
BOOK 20 5 ·1r·Af;!.2l J 8 
WITNESS the following ~i~nature~ and ~eal3: 
STATE ~F. VIACIHIA 
COUNTY OF HEHRTCO: to~wlt: 
--~hrxf' ~~ .J:Rn1lf=~· ~ftl' ~~~rH1~-( SEAl) Ffiffro~Rs-
The rore~oln~ in~trument WB~cknovled~ed ~erore me it-. rfly 
jurl!dlctton aroreoald thls .B::.. day .. r u,< 
1987, by Merton Stearns and H~netha P. St~~rn~. 
~ eo~el~slon expire~: /)1,~~/ffd 
,··J 
1 
A Copy Teste: 






' • f ' • '• I r : lj ~' .. • I , • ! i r! ~ F i , t, t 
TMIS DEED OF ASS\JitPTIOte .adt thh 15th day of June, 1987, by and 
~twMn DIM£ TORit RUSSAlCWF, fo,..rly Dhne P. Tort, and RICHARD lEE 
lUSSAKOfF, both for~r1y tingle and now husband and wffe, partfts of tht 
first part, end DIANE YORK RUSSAKOFF end RICHARD lEE RUSSAlOFF, husband 
and wfft, partfes of the second part; 
!!!!!.!!~!!!. 
THAT FOR AND IM CONSIDERATION of tht su• of TEN DOllARS (110.00) 
cash tn hand patd by the partfes.of the second part to the partfes of the 
ffrst part, and other good and valuable eonsfderation, the recetpt of 
-whfch. ts hertbf acknowledged, the s~td partlfs of the ftrst par~ do . 
her~by bargatn, sell, grant and convey wfth General ~arran~ and Engltsh 
Cowtnants of Tttle unto the parttes of the second part, as tenants by the 
tnttretr with the right of survtvorshtp as at co~ law, the followfng 
desert bed property, to wt t: 
All that certatn lot, pfece or parcel of land, wtth a11 
i_,rov~nts thereon and appurtenances thereunto belonging, lyfng 
and betng fn Henrico County, Ytrgfnta, and dtstgnated as Lot 14, 
Block C, Canterbury East, Sectton C, as shown on 1 certatn plat of 
surYt!f prepared by J. K. Tt~s, Ctvtl Engfneer, dated April 6, 
l~SS, and recorded fn the Clerk's Offtce of the Ctrcutt Court of 
Henrico County, Ytrgtnta, tn Plat Book 36, page 2, reference to 
whtch plat ts hereby .ade for a ~re particular descrtptfon of 
satd lot, all as wore particularly shown on plat of Chas. H. Fleet 
I As~oe., dated January 7, 1966, attached hereto and recorded 
herewith. 
IEJRG the sa~ real e~tate conveyed to Rtchard lee Russa~off and 
Dtene P. Tort bf deed fro~ Merton Stearns and Manetha P. Stearns, 
dated February 11, 1987, recorded March 2, 1987, tn the Clerk's 
Offtce, Ctrcutt Court, Coun+y of Henrico, Yfrgtnta, fn Deed Boat 
2054, page 2117. 
Thts deed ts .. de expressly sutject to all restrictions, covenants 






• ' t f • • ... • :.· ··~ ..:. t I Jl"t'.l i I ' 
Thh ~cordlttfon h ntt,t ho"' tu:atfon ~·•r~uant to 158.1-810(3), 
CodP of Yfrglnf8 11950), a~ a~ndfd. 
The partfe' of tht ~econd rar·t by accertfng thh ~ed and by 
afflxtng th•ir signatures and ~e•l~ hereto, ~ a~~u~ the prtnctpl1 
tnd!btedntss •nd ell other obltgatton~ ~~cured by 1 ctrtatn d!ed of trutt 
to Clrdtna1 Servfce Corporation, Tru.,~e~. d~t'.d rebruary 27, 1987, 
recordtd Harth 2, 1997. tn the Clerk's Offtce, Ctrcutt Court, County of 
Htnrfco, Vtrgtnte In De•d Boo~ 205~. p8ge 2119, to secure thf ortgfnel 
prfnclpl1 SUM of 1100,000.00 with fntP.rest. 
VITM£SS the followfng ~fg~aturP.~ 8n~ seals: 
STATE Of VIRGINIA 
~fYitOUMTT Of NJ'''''' . to-wit: 
fJ __ _A ~L #.u....A~seal, 
Jf(~-r.~· 
The foregoing Instrument was acknowledged before • thh J.S..!!}day 
of Junt, 1987 by Diane Tort Rus~ .. koff and Richard L. Russ~off ... ~· .; ' . 
0 \. '! ,~ I ~ co•lulon expires: , J('/~c '!,.\• •.. ·; .'"~'·"~····· .. ' ('I "" .. ' .. ._ •• 
. ~ . · .... : ,· :: ':~\'t'··· .. :· ~ ~\. ~ ~ \ .. , fi';·· ... ~· ~·~· •!."· .• ~ .• , 1 n . , , : . . 1· . 4.. '£! : , .. ' ' ·' ~~ 7- Vc I d)(/VtJ ....=. 0... ••• !:~ : .... Q tiff pJ C '\I 0 •• ~ •' • ~ '.' 
\ .. · ... ' _;.~ "':"~·· ,, 
.... ,(. ..... • •• , .. 1\ ·. ' 
···.... ; ""' . .. ,, ... ,·~ 
..• ., .. ,., .. ,, : \ .. 
• ,, 5. ·, '\. • 





''·"•:•aA: tN Ttt£ or~ ':E OF THE CLE~QH, §'"CUlT toUftT \t'1 
tHE COUtffY OF HENRICO, - • tt.Jl. 
THtl OffD WAS '"fSENTEO AND WITH Tr' ISVFtCATf :J 
ANNIXID. ADMITT!O TO ftlCOAD AT • e'cfadl f M 
11..:0T• ... ld • 5 T- /J "1J 
eountr , .. """' • (9/,1..2:1--d ;~. I:Jdvv 'Chrll 
21704 
,,., ...... , 
r: lj" • I , .! rr:q I 1 u ' 
llUS DEED rE ASS\JitTtOM Ndt tt\ts Uttt day of June, 1987, b1 and 
~tw.tn DIAl£ TORI R~SAlOFF, fo~r1y Dtane P. Tort, and RICHARD lEE 
IUSSAKOFF, both for-.r1y stnglt and now husband and wtfe, parties of tht 
ffrst pert, end DIAl£ TORl RUSSAKOFF and RICHARD lEE RUSSAlOFF, husband 
and wffe, parttes of the second part; 
!!!!~ii~l!!. 
THAT FOR ANO IN CONStDERATJON of the SUM of TEN DOllARS (110.00) 
cash ·fn hand pafd by the ptrttes.of the second part to the parties of the 
_ffrst part, and other good and valuable eonsfderat.ion, the.recefpt of 
.whfe~. fs hert~ ecknowledged, the s~fd partf•s of the ffrst par~ do . 
her~b1 bargain, sell, grant and conve, wtth General ~arran~ and Engltsh 
_Coftftants of Tt tle unto the parties of the second part, as tenants b1 ttte 
tntfre~ wfth the rfght of sur•tvorshfp as at co.-on liW, tht fallowfng 
desert bed property, to wt t: 
All that certain lot, pfece or parcel of land, wfth all 
f~rov~nts thereon and appurtenances thereunto belonging, lying 
and befng tn Henrfco County, Yfrgfnfa, and designated as Lot 14, 
Block c, Canterbury East, Sectton C, as shown on 1 certain plat of 
surter prepared b7 J. l. Tt~ns, Clvfl Engfneer, date~ Aprfl 5, 
1~~5, and recorded In the Clerk's Office of the Ctrcutt Court of 
Henrfco County, Yfrgtnfa, fn Plat Book 36, page 2, reference to 
whfch plat fs hereby -.de for a aore particular descrfptton of 
safd lot, all as -ore particularly shown on plat of Chts. H. Fl.et 
I As~oc., dated January 7~ 1966, attach!d ~ereto and recorded 
herewith. 
BEING the saMe real e~tate conveyed to Rfchard lee Russa~off and 
Dftne P. Tort bf deed fro~ Merton Stearns and Manetha P. Stearn•. 
dated February 11, 1987. recorded March 2. 1987, tn the Clerk's 
Offfce, Cfrcutt Court, Coun~ of Hen~fco, Ytrgfnta, tn Deed Bock 
2054, page 2117. 
Tftfs deed fs .. de expressly sutject to all restrictions, coven1nts 
and easet~ents nCM of ~ecord on safd ;:~pe~~ as tM Sill! •11 lawfully 
apply. 
--llii&WM-------··· .. ·- .. _ ..... - PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT t.f 
. · .. 
• ' ( f • • ... :.· ''" . .:_ f I .J:"I'.I f I ' 
Thft rtcordatfon fs erf~t fro~ taxation ~·r,uent to '58.1-810(3), 
Codt of Ytrglnta (19SOI, as a~ndfd. 
The partft, of tht second part by tcceptfng this dred· and by 
tfftxfng thffr sfgnaturt! and seals hereto, do as'u~ the prfncfpal 
fndfbtedn•ss •nd 111 ather oblfgatton, 5tcu~d by 1 eertafn dted of trust 
to Cardtnal Strvfce Corporttfon, Tru~~tP, d'tP.d rebruary 27, 1987, 
recorded March 2, 1987, tn the Clerk's Offfce, Cfrcutt Court, County of 
Htnrtco, Ytrgfnfa fn Ot!d Boot 2054, pAge 2119, to secure the orfgtnal 
prtncfpal su• of 1100,000.00 wfth fnt!rest. 
VITWESS the following sfg~atur~~ anrl ~eal~: 
STATE Of YIRGJNJA 
iJ~.A JL #~_,.{~Seal) Rf~~· 
&1-l-YitOtfNTT aF NJ r 1 ,, ,, , to-wft: 
The foregoing tnstru~nt was acknowledged before Me this ~Idly 
of Junt, 1987 by Dhne York Ruu .. toff and Richard L. RU1S-'\Off •. "· ;, '·. f \, ,!1. \ ) ' .. , ....... ftt cot~~~hsfon exptres:, J(• ;~ ·~\' .... ·~·. ~ ~······. 
• f'\ •, .... "' ' • ••••••• ': •• ,.·;·· •• 
~ ~ \.~ t•r.r(;: ::~.~\·'·~· :~~·-.:~ '\ .. JR'' J. n '-.:" ,. ,. ,.. 'r~: r.. ;. ·' t'f_ ll ~ Vc'thra'4-J ~ ·a ... • ·~!:..:.: 7"'· . otiri PuD c ,,. ... • ~-; .: ~ . .'\. 
\ .·· '·' ... ·, ... ~~ \ 
... '( ••••• ., 1\ . • 
··•· ...• ; '" .... _ .. , ..... :' . 
......... .. . \. 
"\ _;i ·~ \\. • 
·. . \ 
'1 .• 
GRANTt£S ADDRESS: 
/S#tJ e_eiJ,..bt./J 7J,c. 
..lJJ.Jl 
.. 
'''"':uA: tPt T••E on r:t OF Tffl Cle~aF2ME ~"CUtT COUftT r..· ·1 
'HI COUPtfY O' HENRICO, __.!:!. I~ , tl~ 
fHtt Df!OWAS "'fSEHTEO AND WITH Tr' lliJ)FICAlf n 
ANNIXID. AOMITT!P JO ftiCOno AT _. ~ e'ctodl I: M. 
• --~ TIIN: 11'"T• Ptlff-c.......,a--- /J ~ Countw,.,.,..,.= <:9J.Z..ZI-.-f /~.l~.kv,.. 
~.-p-L·~-·:--··- -.--~--~-----
., . ; .. 
'-
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A Copy Teste: 
Margaret B. Baker, Cler 
~....((/c{ 4..., 
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A Copy Teste: 





. :. - ·~ . 
-- ........... - ··' ·--·. •:-" ·-~-.···'to':" 
Gt ve n u"der ~~ hand and seal ths Sf'~y of~ · t '9-'£ 
Mlj comrruss•or expzs };;,,'±~:~' Not¥9 Pubh'c 
ENGINEERS CtRT1 Fl CATf.· To the best ofmq · 
~r.ow\ed9e d~ bel•ef all ol t"e req_o•remer\t~ ;,$ sei 
forth 11\ the ~rd•~ar\ce. f.:Jr app~ov_il\g plats of 
StJbdavi s ,·of'\s 1&r recordettor\ lr\ Heonco 
Couf'\t~ .Vrrgs.r'\&a have been compiled w•th AU stOC\es 
wa"ll ~~ set b_9 Apri I 1, 1966 
c;1 <='t= 0 ~ C•vtl Ens•neer 
J. K. T1m Of\S 
CANlERBURY ElST 
SECTION • C .. 
TUCI("HO!. DISTRIC,. 
· HeMQlCO COUNTY V/4.. 





• ••• ··- • .. '# 




:LE: ·The propert~ embraced wifh;n 
. •s subd•."•sio" was cof\ve~ed io 
Estd+e ~ve\opmel\t I Inc. frorn o.J. 
:.J P. Pruitt, h•'s Luife a~d Grakam E.. 
i"-O•·e B. Nuclco,s, his wife b~ deed 
36'2. Cll)d recorded Novert'\ber '29, 
3oo~ lOBS page 615 1i\ the! Cler'="s 
er'\rtco Cool\t!f C1 rc:u·, t Court 











: ,. .. -· 
• 
The SUbdiYISIOI'\ of land ShOUir\ hereoft =de::.s:::.:ig:::.:l'\~a~te;.:.;:d~a.:..s.::~~----=-fdst Sedtol\ "C .. ,. 111ith the free CCNBtt 
ald 1h accortlai'\Ce .. th desires of ihe uhd~rs.Sned owners 
ard 1rusfees. The~ rs a deed of +ruston ~h1s proPf'r~~ Thededi-
COflon o~ the streets, stnp for WIOel\li\,9 _,rd ~~ts are 
of 1he width and •tent shown 01\ th•s plan. All easernef\tsetre 
1\x- su,.f~ce. cJ~ UC\d•rgrour\d dr4!il\a'e drG underground ~"'dover­
head uti lihes. All.tUe9 easeme"ts care subject 1o the rrsh+ of 
~e Count_9 of Henrico ~rd/or tbe Cify of I<IC:h~ond, ~a iber.lab-
••sh ane~.s · .Jf"'' said easemel'\ts .:at c:V\y 'fUture iame Wlthoota.t 
fur prot')ert~ 1nvo•ver!. 
G'\l!n u~er our handsar-d seal ihisd:l&d.t~ of~I9.U 
Tr~~e.s ._ <.... /.~::n~ Red' E.stattt Dev~';ment , I"C 
JaN\es C. l:?oberfs C ~ ~~!...-..· PrP..s. ~ . 
Edwa~ S. Hirochler ,.,.4)/z.~Sec 
Commot\\Uealth of Virg!i\ia.)'Ti · t 
Ct'ty of Rrchmol"d 0 wa ~ 
I, ~ c m 4 ·,«,a Notc)r~ Public IC\ a~ for -the Commoi\U)Mith 
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Al)proved bJ tte 
CI!Y PL&IIliG COMUISSIOI 









Use · R~side"tia' · 
~aL Nr ~r., 7!1·1!1/·7 
/) ~f?- T.v i~._ ;_. ~ 
13 8~v 711 Cv~-~-t ~ / 























SOURCE. OF 1 
the limits of 
Rtchmor.d Rea 
Pruitt drG Be 
Nuci<ols ~ 1 · 
dated Oct. s.:· 
1962 II'\ Deec 
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16696 
TtttS Ot~ED ur IU\R!;AJN 1\NO S~r.r., mt1dP. thi t1 4th cl3y of Ht~y, 
1977, by and belve@n E. C~RLTON WtLTOH and AETTY L. WILTON, his 
"' "H1r.tu .. n 
wife, partie• oC the flr•t part: a~d SONSHINE/ INC., a Vtr1inia 
Cntpo~•tlon, party of the second part1 
W t T N E S S E ~ H r 
That for and in consideration oC the sum of Ten Dullar" 
($10.00) anu ulher qood and v~luable cont~icleration, tho receipt 
of which is hereby acknuwleclqed, the parlie• or the flr•t part 
do hereby qrant ant1 convey,, with General Warranty and tnqll•h 
covenants of Title, unto the party of the •econd part, the 








ALL ·that certain lot, piece, or parcel of land 
with all improvements thereon and appurtenance• 
thereto belonging, lyinq and being in Tuckahoe 
Magisterial District; Henrico County, Virginia, 
known, numbered and designated as Lot 16, Block 
c, Section B, on the plan of canterbury East, 
Section B, a plat of which dated November J, 
1964, wa• made by J. 1. Timmons, and recorded 
December 21, 1964, in the Clert•s Office of the 
Circuit Court of Henrico County, Virqinia, in 
Plat Book 33, page 72, and to which plat reference 
is hereby made for a more particular de•cr1pt1on 
of the property hereby conveyed. 
·. BI!NG a part of the •ame property conveyed to 
B. Carlton Wilton, by deed from Richmond Real 
letate Development•, Ineorpora~ed, a Vlr~inla 
Corporatinn• dated August 30, 1974, and recorded 
Sept.-bar 13, 1974, in the Clerk'• Office, Circuit 
Court of Henrico County, Vl~9inia, in Deed Book 
1111t P•CJ• '''· · 
-·~. 
I .. 
• Thle con~yance la made •ubject to any ••••mart• and reetrlc• 
~~~lone ~f .record in the afore•aid Clerk'• Offic• •• they uy law-
' r fully ·apply. 
I 






~--fit'~~-- CSBAL :arion Wilton 
/. .. ' /. . ./ .. ' . !t.4.t:k )(. / 
--·-
~Ariton 
~------. ~ PLAINnFF'S 
,, 
1·. 
. . ~ .... '·· 
J EXHIBIT 
I 7 
~ . . 
.. 
·' 
' .. :i.: ... ·: 
~· 













. ,. . . . 
~~:iuh·~~i • to-witt 
r· Tho foreqoinq instrument was acknowledged before me this 
1LB4' 
~"- day of L::~/..t,,,.. • 1977, by E. Carlton Wilton ~nd Batty L. 
Wilton• hia wife. 
My c:omm 1 sa ion expires : · -) j) 1/ 11 
li: ·. ~. : ... . 





.' . ,• .. ::~· 
: ... ,, 
· .... , .. • • t • A Copy Teste • ·· 
Margaret a, Baker : Cl • -'f• 
.... ":' ... 
~ · . . 1' erk ' . ~· , 
. . CQ (/::;_ ... ,; 
· DePtYcie~k , 4t~""'?-~- .. -: . 
.. :.~1' ... 
·.•. 
;>.;:~ :: : . .• . 
........ 
-~ ~. ·. ·•. : •. ..... 
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.. · ., I . 
D~31J .J J 
, 
w t T ~l r. ~ !:; r T n : 
That for and tn t"On~f~P.rntlon (\, thf' fUUI of Tf'n ~lt_Ar• (StO.OO) 
And other.~ood·11nd vatuab\(' t"C'!nt'ldt"rAtl"n• th~ rC'c•lrt etf vhlrh t" 
parties of the 11econd rart, AI tPnant8 b~ the entft'Ptlel Vlth the fl&ht 




ALL that certain lot, rlece or narcel of land, 
lvlntt and beln• In 11E'nrtco CountY, Vtrstnta, and 
deatsnated •• Lot 16, Block c, Cant•~bury East• 
Section a ••• ahown on II ulat ude bY .1, 11:. 
Tt~•• CtYll En•ln•er, datPd Ro•e~er 1, 19A4 1 
and r•~ord•d Oece~er 21, 1~64, ln the Cl•rk'• 
nfflce 1 r.trcult Court• Renrtco Count,, Vlralnla1 
In Plat Book ~1. paKe 12, and to vhl~h olat 
r•ferenc• t• hereby made for 11 NOr• earttcular 
de•crt,tlon of the real ••tat• ber•b• con .. yed. 
IEtllr. the ••• f'fo,erty ~onve,•d to Sonahlrw of 
Rlc~dt Inc. by de.d froa r.. r~rlton Wlttnn aftd 
Ietty L• Vttton, ht• vtfe, d~t•d ~, •• l977, 
and tecorded Oetober 25, 1•11, tn the Clerk•• 
Offtee, Ctreutt Court. Henrtro County. Vtr&lal•, 
ln Deed loot 1712, r1~~ ·~~. 






. ·. :!~~r .. 
... ~: . 
· .. · 
. . .; . : 
~''~Sill ~;r 0' R I C:JfiO'Jrt, 1 NC • 
ev_.,l"~._d&L Jf:"'_<SF.At.l : 
Prete hh.-nt, . ; · ( 
I 
i 
STATF. nF VlJtGtNIA, 
. & __ .or --~• to-wit: '~(.., 
--, ... for~•olnA intltr~nt wn" 3c:knnwled~Pd bttfore me this ..liiO}i115...:-l--.. __ 
da' of·~~ • l977e bv Robert B. Wtttont ltl, Prealdent 
of 9onahlrte of Rlch~nd, Inc. 
!!, c,..lldorl •xplru: Os•; iJ 11 Jf J 1 
~. ".(~ fl.~ ---·----!.~tAr~ rubllt: 
• r 
Mailed. thie..so\i...L_day oft j i..: .:. , , , 1: · 
19 {. '/, .. . ' . ~ to;.,.;;. 1·i: L·-t .... L ..... , . . 
1 
I •• ~· .  {•· I I I ( r • A • I /If 
Addreaa .. ,,__.,, ..,;':.."·..,·.-'-'"' -·"", ..J•o:.';..· !.w...L..,·..;.·....t.....:,~;.;.· ~~~~-.. .. ~ - "' - t " . ' • ,, , 156 
DePYCierk 
.... , .... -
Mailed this~day of.~t~t~<~~¥~,-------­
• t· 
. u0:.. tadt.".dtiA <#-.J~,uflr· 
Address'-----------------------------
A Copy Teste: 
r.targaret B. Baker, Clerk 
~7-~........til:~-' 
5?~ tfJ ~-~ ·- ··-..r.-:;~1.:: t:lR'l1ea thJ ~.J....:>_. ahy of'~P,-· 
19t5'~roeytvtAAi!td si= ~~/'Lllyf!•. 
AddrASS---·-----· __ _ 
































Address ____ ~-·-----·----· 

A Copy Teste: 
l.fargaret B. Baker, Clerk 
~¥vM1~~ Depy Clerk 
.9286 
TillS DEED made this ~~dny of August, 197~, by and between t:;21 
RlCl~lOND REAL ESTATE DEVELOPtiENTS, INCORPORATED, a Virginia corporation, first 
party, and E. CARLTON WILTON, second party; 
WHEREAS, the stockholders of Richmond Real Estate Developments, 
Incorporated, have consented to the dissolution of that corporation in accor-
dance with the provisions of I 13.1-80 of the Code of Virginia, as amended; 
and 
WHEREAS, Richmond Real Estate Developments, Incorporated has caused 
tQ be filed with the State Corporation Commission of Virginia a Statement of 
Intent to D~ssolve and, having paid or made provisions for the payment of all 
of ·its obligations, now W'ishes to d:tstribute the remainder of its assets to its 
•· .. 
stockholders in accordnnce with the provisions of § 13.1-84 of the Code of 
Virginia, as amended; and 
WHEREAS, second party is a stockholder of Richmond Real Estate 
Developments, Incorporated:· 
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the sum of One Dollar ($1.00), 
receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, and in accordance with its plan of 
,.dissolution,· as hereinabove set forth, the said first party does grant and 
I 
1
. convey with English covenants and General Warranty of Title unto the said 






ALL that certain lot, piece or pnrcel of land, lying and 
bPtng in Henrico County, Virginia, containing 0.069 acres, 
more or less, and shown as Parcel No. 2 on a map entitled 
"Plat of Parcel I 2 - 0.069 Acres On the North Side of 
Gayton Rd., Henrico County, Virginia August 13, 197~," a 
copy of which plat is attached hereto and to whi~h refer-
ence is hereby made for a more particular description of 
the real estate hereby conveyed. 
PARCEL li 
ALL that certain lot, piece or parcel of land, lying and 
being in Henrico County, Virginia, and designated as Lot 
16, Block C, Canterbury East, Section B, as shown on a 
plat made by J. K. Timmons, Civil Engineer, dated 
November 3, 1964, recorded December 21, 1964, in the 
Clerk's Office, Circuit Court of Henrico County, Virginia, 
in Plat Book 33, page 72, to which plat reference is 
hereby made for a more particular description of the real 
A 
\ • .. estate hereby conveyed. 
- . '- { • I ... ~ /I :/ J 
lliled this ~day of :OIIo..-<-'zM:......:.."·.J.&~I""'Yr-L-'------










ALL that certain lot, piece or parcel of land, lying and 
being in Henrico County, Virginia, and designated as Lot 
18, Block C, Canterbury East, Section B, as shown on a 
plat made by J. K. Timmons, Civil Engineer, dated 
November 3, 1964, recorded December 21, 1964, in the 
Clerk's Office, Circuit Court of Henrico County, Virginia, 
in Plnt Book 33, page 72, to which plat reference is 
hereby made for a more particular description of the real 
estate hereby conveyed. 
PARCEL IV 
ALL thnt certain lot, piece or parcel of land, lying and 
betng in Henrico County, Virginia, and designated as 
·Reserved Lot, ·Block F, Canterbury East, Section B, as 
shown on a plat made by J. K. Timmons, Civil Engineer, 
dated November 3, 1964, recorded December 21, 1964, in 
the Clerk's Office, Circuit Court of ltenrico County, Vir-
ginia, in Plat Book 33, page 72, to which plat reference 
is hereby made for a more particular description of the 
real estate hereby conveyed. 
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ALL AFORESAID PARCELS BEING parts of the same real estate 
conveyed to Richmond Real Estate Developments, Incorporated, 
by deed from 0. J. Pruitt and Betty P. Pruitt, his wife, 
and Graham E. Nuckols and Nannie B. Nuckols, his wife, 
dated October S, 1962, and recorded November 29, 1962, in 
the Clerk's Office, Circuit Court, Henrico County, Virginia, 
in Deed Book lOSS, page 615. 
PARCEL V 
ALL that certain lot, piece or parcel of land, lying and 
being in Henrico County, Virginia, and designated as Lot 
10, Block H, Canterbury East, Section B, as shown on a 
plat made by J. K. Timmons, Civil Engineer, dated Novem-
ber 3, 1964, recorded December 21, 1964, in the Clerk's 
Office, Circuit Court of Henrico County, Virginia, in 
Plat Book 33, page 72, t~ which plat reference is hereby 
made for a more particular description of the real estate 
hereby conveyed. 
LESS AND EXCEPT that 10 foot strip of land along the 
easternmost line of Lot 10, Block H, heretofore conveyed 
to Stephen F. Hart, Jr. and Charlotte B. Hart, his wife, 
by deed from Somers M. Wilton, Incorporated, dated 
August 17, 1965, recorded August 19, 1965, in the Clerk's 
Office, Circuit Court, Henrico County, Virginia, in Deed 
Book 1222, page 677. 
BEING the same property conveyed to Richmond Real Estate 
D~velopments, Incorporated, by deed from Somers H. Wilton, 
Incorporated, dated June 8, 1966, recorded June 15, 1966, 
in the Clerk's Office, Circuit Court, Henrico County, 




This conveyance is made expressly subject to any and all easements, 
dedications, conditions, restrictions, agreements, and plats as are of record, 
insofar as they may be lawfully applicable to the property hereby conveyed, 
and to such state of facts as is disclosed by the plat above mentioned. 
WITNESS the following signatures and seals. 
Juanita H. Sharp, Secretdry 
STATE OF VIRGINIA, 
CI1Y or RICIIMOND,. to-wit: 
RICHMOND REAL ESTATE DEVELOFMENTS, 
INCORPORATED. 
The foregoing·instrument vas acknowledged before me this Cfti day 
. of vi (th•nllvt , 1974, by E. Carlton Wilton and Juanita H. Sharp, President 
. , 
and Secretary, respectively, of Richmond Real Estate Developments, Incorporated, 
~a Virginia corporation, on behalf of the corporation. 
My COIIIftission expires: J- If· 'l;i 
No ary Public 
____ S.c..A.L.!!. 1~:=-:;_.:..;l.:....;;o~~;;..· __ 
pLAT of -pA(.~ t:..L t 2 - o.oro q Ac..12-E s 
OM THe. 1-Jo~TH ..5 \bE Df <::iAyTON~"b. 
-H 'E:. N. ~I L C ~ o U N T y) Y \ ·~l_G:j I N { A 
AuGUST l3, 1974 
,C;.;,~c.:z.:... N ~ 2 
o. o.Sf) ..Qc-e.e_5 
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A Copy Teste: 
l~argaret B • Baker, Clerk 






·.·-.-.-~ .--.-.. ,.. .... - . ..- "'\,. · . .--~ - ... - --··. ··~· .. 
1. 
ASSIGNMENT OF ERRORS 
THE COURT ERRED IN FINDING THAT RUSSAKOFFS DO NOT 
EASEMENT TO CANTERBURY LAKE AND A RIGHT TO 





2. THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN RELYING UPON ESCHEAT AS A BASIS FOR 
ITS FINDINGS HAVING PRECLUDED SUCH AS AN ELEMENT OF THE 
CASE. 
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